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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.
Introduction.As part of the master plan to rehabilitate and expand the operations
of Zvartnots International Airport, Armenia International Airports CJSC (AIA) has
undertaken the construction of the new passenger terminal (the Project) which will
replace the old Terminal 1 building. The new terminal is being built on vacant land
owned and used by ZIA. In parallel to the construction of the new terminal and as part of
the airport master plan, four residential buildings inside the airport territory will be
removed.In 2010, when AIA was about to start construction of the replacement buildings,
AIA found that a third party had constructed a warehouse on a portion of the land
allocated by the Yerevan City Government. An additional parcel of land adjacent to the
previous was identified only in 2011 which caused the delay in the resettlement plan
implementation. This updated resettlement plan include updated information on the new
location for the replacement buildings for Buildings C and D, new architectural designs
and apartment layout resulting from consultations with the building residents as well as
the revised timetable and budget.
2.
Scope of Involuntary Resettlement Impacts. The affected residential buildings
include 2 identical medium rise multi-dwelling buildings, a 4 storey hostel and a training
center hostel. Apartment units are either owned or occupied by current and former
airport employees. Individual units have been measured as well as common areas such
as kitchen, toilet and bathrooms. The asset inventory and census of residents was
updated found out that 506 residents in 171 apartment units will be affected.
3.
Socio-economic Profile. The airport and its various service providers employ
about 3000 people. A large percentage of all the residents are working at the airport as
drivers, mechanics, customer service employees to shift managers at check in counters,
Armats – Air Navigation, Civil Aviation, flight attendants, pilots, etc. School-age children
attend classes at a primary school near the airport or at Yerevan City.
4.
Participation, Consultation and Information Disclosure. Since 2006,
consultations were conducted between AIA, the building residents and the Government
of Armenia, represented by the General department of Civil Aviation. The building
residents were informed about the need to relocate them, the location of the proposed
resettlement site, and their entitlements. AIA has elected to proceed on a voluntary
basis and incentivize residents to relocate by offering larger and better homes in a better
area. Residents are willing to relocate to an improved location provided that they will be
given apartments of equal and larger size in Yerevan City, that moving charges are
covered, and free transportation to work is offered to airport employees. A summary of
the original RAP in Armenian was made available to affected people in September 2009
5.
As progress were being made in obtaining the ownership certificate of the
additional land, regular consultations were held with the building residents on the status
of the resettlement process, new architectural designs of the replacement buildings,
timetable and budget. The updated resettlement package has been disclosed and
negotiated with the building residents and framework agreements have been signed with
majority (more than 80%) of the residents. The summary of the updated RAP will be
translated to Armenian and made available to building residents in August 2013. To
comply with ADB's Public Communications Policy, the RAP will be posted on ADB
website.
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6.
Legal Framework and Entitlements. Analysis of the Armenian laws reveal that
there are gaps between national requirements and the involuntary resettlement policies
of ADB and EBRD. AIA has adopted policy principles to address these gaps, e.g.
providing replacement apartment units equal in size or larger, depending on the size of
the existing apartment or dormitory room/s occupied and regardless of nature of
ownership rights. The entitlements of affected people are shown below.
Table 1. Eligibility and Entitlement Matrix
Issue/Loss
Loss of accommodation

Eligible Affected Person
Owners with Property Certificates
Occupants of Dormitories

Journey to work - No
longer able to walk to work
Transfer of title

Airport Employees

Vulnerable groups

7.

All affected persons
Households headed by women
Persons with disability

Entitlement
New place of accommodation (equal in size or larger,
depending on the size of the existing apartment or
rooms).
Free transportation will be provided to airport
employees.
Title to the apartments will vest immediately. Legal
and clerical support will be given to accomplish it.
Assistance provided during the relocation process.
For persons with disability, preference to move in to
units in the lower floors

The package for residents of Buildings A and B are as follows :
(i) an apartment with 43 sq. m. of interior space plus a balcony for those who
presently have apartments with a total surface area of 34-38 sq. m. The total
surface area of the replacement apartment is 61 sq.m. including balcony;
(ii) an apartment with 69 sq. m. of interior space plus a balcony for those who
presently have apartments with a total surface area of 55-59 sq. m. The total
surface area of the replacement apartment is 90 sq.m. including balcony; and
(iii) An apartments with a95 sq. m. of interior space for those who presently have
apartments with a total surface area of more than 70 sq.m. The total surface
area of the replacement apartment is 118 sq.m. including balcony.

8.
In July 2012, the following new package for residents of Buildings C and D was
offered and accepted by the majority of the residents:
(i) a 40m2 apartment comprised of 35.25 m2 interior area (kitchen, 1-bedroom,
living room and toilet and bathroom facilities) plus a balcony (4.8 m2) for
those with 1-3 family members losing a room less than 20m2;
Because of the building design and apartment lay-out, there is a limited
number of 40m2 apartments. Therefore, those entitled to a 40m2 apartment
but cannot be accommodated will be given a 38sq.m. apartment comprised of
33.4 sq.m interior area (1 bedroom, kitchen, living room, and toilet and
bathroom facilities) and a balcony of 4.6 sq.m.. In lieu of the 2 sq.m.
difference, utility appliances such as refrigerator, washing machine and
television set will be provided to these few families. This arrangement is
acceptable to these families.
(ii) a 50m2 apartment comprised of 44.7 m2 interior area (kitchen, 1-bedroom,
living room and toilet and bathroom facilities) plus a balcony (5.3 m2) for
those with 4 or more family members losing a room less than 20m2; and
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(iii) a 64m2 apartment comprised of 58.2 m2 interior area (kitchen, 2-bedrooms,
living room and toilet and bathroom facilities) plus a balcony (5.8 m2) for
those who has two separate rooms.
9.
Relocation to New Apartment Buildings. The new buildings will be constructed
in two plots of land located at Malatya-Sebastia, Yerevan City. The site was selected as
it is closer to Yerevan City and to markets, schools and Government/community
facilities, and employment opportunities than the current buildings. A preliminary design
of the replacement buildings has been prepared and is being disclosed to the affected
people in 2009. Between 2011 and 2012, new designs of the buildings and apartment
lay-outs were presented to the residents. Each affected owner of apartment units in
Building A and B and registered occupant of the hostels as of September 2009 and
included in the validated list by the General Department of Civil Aviation (GDCA)in
April2013 will be assisted by AIA to register their replacement apartment units as per the
Law of the Republic of Armenia on Apartment Building Management (2002).
10.
Grievance Redress Mechanism. If issues, complaints or grievances arise
concerning the relocation process, the AIA Maintenance and Environmental Department
will engage the affected people to identify solutions and resolve any complaints or
grievances in a participatory manner. If the issue cannot be resolved at the MED level, it
will be elevated to the Grievance and Redress Committee with representation from AIA
Management, City Government of Yerevan represented by the General Department of
Civil Aviation and the affected people.
11.
Income Restoration. No loss of income or employment is expected as a result of
relocation. Airport employees will retain their positions and free transportation to work
will be given. Those who are employed outside the airport will be closer to their jobs in
the City of Yerevan. Those who are unemployed, will have a better chance of getting
jobs, as the new building is close to employment centres.
12.
Institutional Arrangements. AIA will have the primary responsibility for
financing and implementing the relocation process. The General Department of Civil
Aviation will closely supervise and monitor the process.
13.
Implementation Schedule. AIA will hire a contractor to build the new building in
approximately 2.5 years. AIA will ensure that no physical displacement will take place
until the replacement buildings have been constructed and the individual apartment units
are ready for occupancy. Construction for buildings A and B began in November 2011.
Due to the delay in obtaining the ownership certificate for the additional land and
protracted negotiations with the residents of Buildings C&D, construction commenced in
November 2012. Completion of the new apartments for residents of Buildings A&B is
expected in October 2013whereas for Buildings C&D in June 2014. The residents of the
buildings A&B will move directly from their current homes to their new residences by
December 2013 and the residents of the buildings C&D by September2014.AIA will
assist the residents in the moving process.
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Table 2. Timetable of Activities
Activity
Final Census
Disclosure of Summary Resettlement Plan
Yerevan City Government Issuance of Resolution N590-A for New General Plan and
GoA Resolution 1842 for Additional Parcel of Land (0.3ha)
AIA receipt of New General Plan as per Resolution N590-A
AIA obtains Ownership Certificate for Additional Parcel of Land (0.3ha)
Validation of 2009 Census
Consultation Activities
Finalization of Building Design for A&B Buildings
Site Preparation for Construction - New Buildings for A&B Residents
Site Preparation for Construction - New Buildings for C&D Residents
Commencement of Construction of New Buildings for A&B Residents
Measurement of Common Areas in Buildings C&D
Reallocation of Additional Parcel of Land for Building C&D Residents
Finalization of New Building Design and Apartment Layout for Buildings C&D
Negotiation and Finalization of New Resettlement Package for Buildings C&D
Site Preparation for Construction - New Buildings for C&D Residents
Commencement of Construction - New Buildings for C&D Residents
Construction Monitoring by Independent Engineer
Recruitment of External Expert for Resettlement Monitoring
Target Construction Completion Date – New Buildings for A&B Residents
Target Construction Completion Date - New Buildings for C&D Residents
Landscaping and Finishing Works - New Buildings for A&B Residents
Landscaping and Finishing Works - New Buildings for C&D Residents
Registration of New apartment units – A&B Residents
Registration of New apartment units – C&D Residents
Actual Relocation and Transfer to new apartment units - A&B Residents
Actual Relocation and Transfer to new apartment units - C&D Residents
Demolition of Existing Buildings - A&B
Demolition of Existing Buildings - C&D

Timing
Sep 2009
Oct 2009
Feb 2011
Apr 2011
Aug 2011
April 2013
Quarterly
Sep 2011
Oct 2011
Oct 2012
Nov 2011
Mar 2012
April 2012
Jul 2012
Jul 2012
Oct 2012
Nov 2012
Quarterly
2 months prior to
actual relocation
October 2013
June 2014
October 2013
July 2014
Oct – Nov 2013
June-July 2014
December 2013
September 2014
Apr 2014
December 2014

Source: AIA, 2013.

14.
Two months prior to the scheduled day for relocation, AIA will notify building
residents of the need to vacate and give information on moving schedule and other
relocation arrangements. Assistance from the Yerevan City Government will be sought
in cases where there are residents who refuse to move. In Buildings C&D where AIA
provides free water and power supply, the free power and water connections will be
terminated 30 days after everyone else has moved. In the event that such peaceful
eviction of residents who do not wish to move takes place, the evicted persons remain
eligible for the entitlements stipulated in the RAP.
15.
Monitoring and Evaluation. Internal monitoring will involve the following: (i)
administrative monitoring to ensure that implementation is on schedule and problems
are dealt with on a timely basis; (ii) socio-economic monitoring during and after the
relocation process to ensure that people are settled and recovering and (iii) overall
monitoring whether recovery has taken place successfully and on time.
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16.
The building residents have requested for an external expert to monitor the
construction of the replacement apartments to ensure its structural stability and its
adherence to national and international standards of building construction. AIA will
request the Independent Engineer to monitor the construction of the apartment buildings
on a regular basis.
17.
Implementation of the resettlement plan is being monitored by international
resettlement experts from ADB and its co-financiers including EBRD. The objective of
such external monitoring is to confirm (a) that the updated resettlement plan is being
implemented to the satisfaction of the majority of the building residents, (b) that the
actions and activities undertaken by AIA are conducted in compliance with ADB and
EBRD’s policy requirements; and, (c) that the objectives of updated the RAP has been
met and has achieved its desired effect.
18.
Budget. Armenia International Airports has the financial capacity and
commitment to complete the project. The parcels of land on which the new buildings will
be constructed is already purchased and paid for. The construction of the replacement
buildings, registration of apartments will be funded by AIA.
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I.

Introduction

1.
Zvartnots International Airport is the main international airport of Armenia,
located approximately 15 km from the capital City of Yerevan with a total area of about
350 hectares. In 2002, Armenia International Airports CJSC (AIA) took over the
concession for the Airport operation. An overall Master Plan has been developed for the
Airport with four stages of Airport development extending from 2002 to 2031. Currently,
AIA has undertaken the construction of the new passenger terminal (the Project) which
will completely replace the old Terminal 1 building and house the functional areas that
had previously operated at Terminal 1. The new terminal (34,000 sq.m.) has been built
south/east of Terminal 1 on vacant land owned and used by Zvartnots International
Airport (ZIA), therefore no land acquisition was required.
2.
In parallel to the construction of the new terminal and as part of the Master Plan
developed for the airport, four residential buildings inside the airport territory which are
either owned and/or occupied by current and former employees of the airport will be
removed. The presence of these buildings presents a safety and security hazard for its
residents. The Yerevan City Government committed to relocate the residents and
provide the vacant properties to the concessionaire. However, the Government lacked
resources to implement such relocation and the matter became urgent, the
concessionaire assumed the responsibility to plan and implement the relocation of the
residents. The Government agreed to provide approximately 4,700 sq. m. of vacant land
to the concessionaire at cadastre value. On 17 January 2009, an Agreement
(Attachment 1a) was signed between Yerevan City Government and the Armenia
International Airport for the transfer of the foregoing land to AIA. The certificate of
ownership (Attachment 1b) of the said land was issued to AIA in June 2009.
3.
In 2010, when AIA was about to start construction of the replacement buildings,
AIA found that a third party had constructed a warehouse on a portion of the land
allocated by the Yerevan City Government. An additional parcel of land adjacent to the
previous was identified only in 2011 which caused the delay in the resettlement plan
implementation. The certificate of ownership (Attachment 1c) of the additional land was
issued to AIA in 2011. AIA has completed the design of the new buildings where
residents of the buildings on the airport property will be offered residences of equal or
larger sizes than their current homes.
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II.
D.

Scope of Involuntary Resettlement Impacts

Description of Affected Buildings

4.
The affected residential buildings include 2 identical medium rise multi-dwelling
buildings (Buildings A and B), a four storey hostel and a training center hostel. An asset
inventory and census of residents were undertaken in 2003 and updated in 2009. As
shown in Table 1 there are 506 residents in 171 apartment units. Photos of the affected
buildings are in Attachment 2. The master list of building residents are in Attachment 3.
The list was validated by the General Department of Civil Aviation (GDCA) in April 2013
to ensure that eligible residents receive their replacement units at the new site. The
validated data is presented in Tables 1b to 1c.
Table 1a. Area Summary and Number of Residents of Buildings A&B

Apartment
Floor Area (sq.m.)
Less than 34
34-39
40-54
55-60
61-69
more than 70
Grand Total

Building A
No. of Units
No. of
Residents
4
13
16
65
14
58
34
136

Building B
No. of Units
No. of
Residents
2
7
16
66
15
62
33
135

Grand Total
No. of Units
No. of
Residents
6
20
32
131
29
120
67
271

Table 1b. Area Summary and Number of Residents of Buildings C&D

Room Floor Area
less than 20 sq.m.
20 to 30 sq.m.
30.01 to 40 sq.m.
40.01 to 50 sq.m.
50.01 to 60 sq.m.
Grand Total

Four Storey Hostel
Building C
No. of Units
No. of
Residents
62
148
9
30
1

4

72

182

Training Centre Hostel Building D
No. of Units
No. of
Residents
12
19
3
8
3
10
3
4
3
12
24
53

Grand Total
No. of Units
74
12
3
4
3
96

No. of
Residents
167
38
10
8
12
235

5.
Buildings A and B. Buildings A and B were constructed in 1985 to house airport
employees. They have iron-concrete foundations and walls are built from iron-concrete
elements. The buildings have elevators, water and electric supply, telephone line and
sewerage. When it was constructed, each building is nine storeys high and had 32
apartments of which 16 have 3 rooms and the remaining 16 have 2 rooms. The 3-room
apartments have 2 balconies and the 2-room apartments have 1 balcony. In the 3-room
apartments there are 2 bedrooms, one hall (dining-room), lavatory, bathroom and a
kitchen. The 2-room apartment has 1 bedroom, one hall, lavatory, bathroom and a
kitchen. Based on the asset inventory and census, it was found that there are a number
of apartment units owned or occupied by more than one household. These were counted
as separate apartment units. Hence, as shown in Table 1a, Building A has 34 separate
apartment units while Building B has 33 apartment units. It was also found that common
areas (e.g. stairs, corridors/hallways, main entrance) of the buildings are in poor
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condition while the interior of individual apartments are in poor to normal condition. In
some cases, the apartment units have been recently refurbished/redecorated. All
residents of both buildings are owners and have property certificates. There are no
apartments, which have been sublet by the owners to others. In terms of occupancy
status.the rest of the units are closed with no residents. The list updated by GDCA in
April 2013 is attached (Attachment 3).
Table 2a.Area Summary and Occupancy Status of Buildings A&B
Apartment
Floor Area
34 to 39 sq.m.

55 to 60 sq.m.

more than
70 sq.m.

Household Size
2 to 3 members
4 to 6 members
Subtotal
2 to 3 members
4 to 6 members
7 to 8 members
Single member
Subtotal
2 to 3 members
4 to 6 members
7 to 8 members
Single member
Subtotal

Grand Total
Source: AIA, 2012.

Building A
Count
%
2
3
2
3
4
6
4
6
10
15
1
1
1
1
16
24
12

18

2
14
34

3
21
51

Building B
Count
%
1
1
1
1
2
3
4
6
12
18
16
2
11
1
1
15
33

24
3
16
1
1
22
49

Grand Total
Count
%
3
4
3
4
6
9
8
12
22
33
1
1
1
1
32
48
2
3
23
34
1
1
3
4
29
43
67
100

6.
Four Storey Hostel (Building C). The hostel, operated since 1963, has an ironconcrete foundation and walls made of tuff. The building has water and electric supply,
sewerage, and telephone lines. The first floor is in a dismal state and does not have
residents. The rest of the building when it was originally constructed had 84 rooms.
Each floor has a common lavatory and bathroom and a kitchen. Based on the asset
inventory and census, it was found that there are a number of households occupying
more than one room. These were counted as one unit and the occupied floor area
reflected accordingly. Sixty-eight (68) out of 76 rooms are occupied by 175 people. The
remaining 8 rooms have registered occupants but they no longer reside in the building.
7.
The building is in a state of disrepair and the living conditions are very poor. The
rooms do not have its own kitchen, toilet and bath hence 199 residents share 6 common
bathrooms (2 each floor) and 3 kitchens (one each floor). Male and female residents
share the common toilet and bathroom. Residents also use the lavatories and
bathrooms for washing their clothes. The occupants have no property ownership
certificates and they are occupying the units rent-free. Utility bills (electricity and water
supply) are provided at no cost by ZIA. The updated list of residents is attached
(Attachment 3).
8.
Training Centre Hostel (Building D). The Training Center, operational since
1979, has a concrete foundation and walls made of tuff. The two-storey building has a
ceiling assembled from iron-concrete. It has water and electric supply, sewerage, and
telephone lines. When it was originally constructed, the building had 31 rooms. Based
on the asset inventory and census, it was found that there are a number of households
occupying more than one room. These were counted as one unit and the occupied floor
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area reflected accordingly. Only 22 out of the 28 rooms are occupied by 53 people. The
remaining 6 rooms have registered occupants but they no longer reside in the building.
The building is in a state of disrepair and the living conditions are very poor. The
occupants have no property ownership certificates and they are occupying the units rentfree. Utility bills (electricity and water supply) are provided at no cost by ZIA. The
updated list of residents, the area they occupy and the number of rooms are attached
(Attachment 3).
Table 2b. Area Summary and Occupancy Status of Buildings C&D

Room Floor Area
less than 20 sq.m.

20 to 30 sq.m.

30.01 to 40 sq.m.
40.01 to 50 sq.m.

50.01 to 60 sq.m.

Household Size
2 to 3 members
4 to 10 members
Single member
Subtotal
2 to 3 members
4 to 10 members
Single member
Subtotal
2 to 3 members
4 to 10 members
Subtotal
2 to 3 members
4 to 10 members
Single member
Subtotal
4 to 10 members
Subtotal

Grand Total
Source: AIA, 2012.

Four Storey Hostel
Building C
Count
%
22
22
16
16
24
27
62
65
3
3
5
5
1
1
9
9

1

1

1

1

72

75

Training Centre
Hostel - Building D
Count
%
5
5
7
12
2
1

7
13
2
1

3
2
1
3
1

3
2
1
3
1

2
3
3
3
24

2
3
3
3
25

Grand Total
Count
%
26
27
15
16
33
34
74
77
5
5
6
6
1
1
12
13
2
2
1
1
3
3
1
1
1
1
2
2
4
4
3
3
3
3
96
100

9.
Remeasurement of Common Areas in Buildings C&D. In 2012, the following
common areas in Buildings C&D were also measured: (i) the training center hostel has a
common water closet in each floor with a floor space of 14.3 sq.m; and (b) the 4-storey
hostel has the following amenities in the 2nd and 3rd floor, a common kitchen (10 sq.m.)
and common water closet (11.7 sq.m) comprised of a lavatory and bathroom whereas
the 4th floor has two common kitchen each with a floor space of 11.7 sq.m. Detailed
measurements (Attachment 4) were carried out in response to the request made by the
building residents. These common areas are being incorporated in the standard dwelling
place or apartment which will be provided by AIA. Other common areas such as
hallways and staircases are also provided in the new buildings.
E.

Minimising Resettlement

10.
The relocation of the residents is not optional, as their presence on the airport
territory represents a safety and security hazard. As the relocation is mandatory, the
Government is willing and legally capable to declare the airport territory as eminent
domain and initiate the involuntary relocation of the residents.
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11.
To avoid further inconvenience to the residents of the affected buildings, they will
be staying in their original homes while the new buildings are being constructed.
Therefore, the residents will move directly from their current homes to their new
residences. AIA will assist the residents in the moving process.
III. Socio-economic Profile of Building Residents
12.
Out of 171 listed owners in Attachment 3, only 152 owners (and their families)
are residing at the affected buildings. The average number of people living in an
apartment unit is around 3-5 members as shown in Table 2. More than half of the
apartment units with 3-5 members are from the hostels. This shows that these buildings
are congested since each unit is less than 15 sq.m.
As shown in Table 3, 38% of unit owners are gainfully employed. Most of them are
working inside the airport premises (32%). Others who work outside (6%) the airport are
engaged in a wide range of jobs, ranging from travel agencies to office work, store clerks
to small businesses. Their salaries are comparable to those who work at the airport.
Table 3. Employment Status of Unit Owners (by Age)
Age of Unit
Owner/
Occupant

28-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-80
Data unavailable
Grand Total

Employed

(Inside ZIA)

(Outside ZIA)

Former Airport
Employee/Pensioner

Unemployed

No Data on Employment
(Vacant Units)

Grand Total

Count

%

Count

%

Count

%

Count

%

Count

%

Count

%

1
6
23
23
2
55

1
4
13
13
1
32

1
3
1
5
10

1
2
1
3
6

4
16
4
24

0
0
2
9
2
14

2
1
24
25
1
53

1
1
14
15
1
31

1
7
4
8
20

1
4
2
5
12

4
11
60
77
11
8
171

2
6
35
45
6
5
100

Source: Armenia International Airports.

13.
Twenty percent (14%) are former airport employees or pensioners who used to
work at the airport while the remaining 31% are unemployed. More than half (53%) of
the owners are women, out of which 33 are gainfully employed. Households headed by
women and those with disability may need special considerations during the relocation
process. Data on gender of owners and persons with disability are available with AIA.
Table 4. Employment Status of Unit Owners (by Gender)
Employed
Gender
Female
Male

Inside ZIA
Count
%
28
16
27

16

Former Airport
Employee/Pensioner
Outside ZIA
Count
%
5
3
5

Grand Total
55
32
10
Source: Armenia International Airports.

Count
21

%
12

Unemployed
Count
28

%
16

No Data on
Employment
(Vacant Units)
Count
%
9
5

Grand Total
Count
91

%
53

3

8

5

29

17

11

6

80

47

6

29

17

57

33

20

12

171

100

14.
The airport and its various service providers employ about 3000 people. Based
on observations of ZIA staff and informal interviews with residents, a large percentage of
all the residents are working at the airport as drivers, mechanics, customer service
employees to shift managers at check in counters, Armats – Air Navigation, Civil
Aviation, flight attendants, pilots, etc. The median salary of these employees is USD 300
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to 400 monthly. School-age children attend classes at a primary school located
approximately 2 kilometers away from the airport or at Yerevan City which is
approximately 15 kilometers away from the Airport. Those who are in the secondary and
tertiary schools go to Yerevan City to attend classes.
IV

Participation, Consultation and Information Disclosure

15.
The stakeholders are the residents, the concessionaire of the airport, and the
Government of Armenia, represented by the General department of Civil Aviation.
16.
AIA is in contact with the residents on a regular basis as many of the residents
work at the airport or use their facilities. Consultations with the building residents have
been taking place since 2006. This has been implemented through frequent visits to the
affected buildings, meetings with the residents and the appointment of airport employees
and General Department of Civil Aviation officials as contact persons for the residents.
During these consultations and frequent direct interactions with AIA, affected households
expressed their concerns about the future living conditions that will be offered and the
resettlement process itself. The questions they raised were as follows;
 Where will the new buildings be located?
 Will there be shops and other service centers in that area?
 When the new buildings will be ready and the residents can move to there?
 What are the conditions (water and energy supply, telephone line, etc.)?
 Is it possible to move the things which residents have placed with their own
means?
 Will AIA assist in resettling?
 What is the size of the apartments that will be given?
17.
During the consultations conducted during the periodMarch2008–April2009 AIA
has explained the relocation project to the residents and provided the answers to all their
concerns. AIA informed the affected households that the new buildings will be located in
Malatya-Sebastia District, taking into consideration the following reasons;





It is close to the airport, and those employed at the airport will not have to travel
far to work.
It is located in the City of Yerevan.
It is close to markets and schools.
It is closer to employment opportunities than the current buildings (other than
airport jobs).

18.
Also, during the consultation conducted on September 24, 25, 28, 2009 AIA
informed the affected households that the new buildings will be provided with all
communal and living conditions. They were also assured that no physical displacement
will take place until the replacement buildings have been constructed and the individual
apartment units are ready for occupancy and that moving charges will be covered and
free transportation will be offered to Airport employees. During the inventory of affected
assets and the census in September 2009, the sizes of their existing apartments were
determined in consultation with them to ensure that their apartments have been
measured accurately and that upgrades in individual apartments have been properly
evaluated and accounted for.
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19.
Consultations were also held with the General Department of Civil Aviation and
with the residents of the affected buildings. The plans have been presented to all
residents and their feedback taken into account. Residents expressed that they would be
glad to move to a new location as apartments of better conditions will be offered as
replacement jurisdictionally in the City of Yerevan, that the moving charges are
covered,and free transportation is offered to airport employees. A chronology of
consultations conducted is presented in Table 5a.
Table 5a. Chronology of Consultations and Meetings with Affected Building
Residents
Month/Year
May, 2006
October, 2006

Meeting Participants
Affected buildings residents
Affected buildings residents

April, 2007

Affected buildings residents

September, 2007

Affected buildings residents

March, 2008
June, 2008

Affected buildings residents
Affected buildings residents

August, 2008
April, 2009
September, 2009

Affected buildings residents
Affected buildings residents
Affected buildings residents

Topic/Issues Raised/Agreements
General information on resettlement .
General information on the new buildings location,
construction, conditions.
Location of the new buildings, surrounding of the building,
construction start up,
The approximate timeframe for relocation, resettlement
conditions, apartment sizes.
Resettlement project
General conditions of the buildings (water, energy supply,
etc.), apartment sizes
Moving process , time, construction completion
Construction commence and completion
Summary RAP

Source: Armenia International Airports.

20.
Affected households have been informed of the relocation program through the
numerous consultations held and direct contact from airport staff over the past four
years. In addition to this, a brochure summarizing the RAP has been translated into
Armenian and made available to affected people on September 24, 25 and 28, 2009. A
group of airport employees from the Maintenance and Environmental Department,
specifically assigned with the task, will continue to update the residents as the plans
develop, including building designs, time table, construction materials to be used,
finishing materials, etc.
21.
During project implementation, subsequent consultations were conducted related
to the implementation of the RAP. The status of the resettlement process including
details on the new location, the new general plan, land ownership certificates, new
architectural designs, facilities and size of replacement apartments, were presented
during quarterly consultation meetings since March 2011. Residents were also informed
about the revised target date of actual relocation and transfer. The table below provides
the chronology of consultations in 2011 and 2012. Attachment 5 provides a summary of
issues raised and AIA’s response during the quarterly consultations in 2012.
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Table 5b. Chronology of Consultations and Meetings with Building Residents
During Project Implementation
Month/Year
March 1,
2011
July 20,
2011
August 30,
2011
September
5, 2011
November
3, 2011

22 February
2012

3 May 2012

25 July
2012

28 Nov
2012

Meeting Participants
57 residents of the buildings A&B,
representatives from AIA
Approx. 35 residents of the buildings A&B
and approx. 45 residents of the buildings
C&D, representatives from EBRD, ADB,
Civil Aviation and AIA
50 residents of the buildings C&D,
representatives from ADB Civil Aviation
and AIA
27 residents of the buildings A&B,
representatives from, ADB Civil Aviation
and AIA
25 residents of the buildings A&B,
representatives from, ADB Civil Aviation
and AIA
52 residents of the buildings C&D,
representatives from, ADB Civil Aviation
and AIA
Residents of A&B, Representatives from,
ADB, EBRD, General Department of Civil
Aviation and AIA
Residents of C&D, Representatives from,
ADB, EBRD, General Department of Civil
Aviation and AIA
Residents of A&B, Representatives from,
ADB, EBRD, General Department of Civil
Aviation and AIA
Residents of C&D, Representatives from,
ADB, EBRD, General Department of Civil
Aviation and AIA
Residents of A&B, Representatives from,
ADB, EBRD, General Department of Civil
Aviation and AIA
Residents of C&D, Representatives from,
ADB, EBRD, General Department of Civil
Aviation and AIA
Residents of A&B, Representatives from
EBRD, General Department of Civil
Aviation and AIA
Residents of C&D, Representatives from
EBRD, General Department of Civil
Aviation and AIA

Topic/Issues Raised/Agreements
Current status of the RAP implementation
(presentation of the preliminary project)
Periodical update on the progress
Concern about the delays in moving, construction
impacts.
AIA Acknowledge the concerns and agreed to keep
people up to date with the progress being made
Queries about the progress and dates for the
construction , location of the site.
Shared information and periodical update
Current status of the RAP implementation
Dates for construction
Further updates in November
Residential buildings project, the approximate date for
getting the construction permit, its start up and duration
Periodical update on the progress
Draft general design of the new buildings, Timeframe for
getting the land ownership certificate
Periodical update on the progress
Common areas, Price of additional floor space, Parking
spaces for sale, Playground for children, Information
about commitment letters, Quality of construction
materials to be used for the apartments
Accuracy of census, measurements of rooms and
common areas, Entitlements, House design
Construction progress, Price of additional floor space,
availability and cost of covered and open parking
spaces, cost of titling, registration and O&M, signing of
final agreement, house design,
Increase in size of replacement apartment, clarification
on entitlements, possibility of buying extra space,
consent agreement, timing of construction
Construction progress, height of 1st floor from the
ground, cost of parking/garage, estimated price of
additional floor space
Entitlements for big families and those occupying 2
rooms, changes in the GDCA approved census,
Registration of apartments
Construction progress, layouts and sizes of apartments,
cost for additional floor space
Apartment layouts, estimated costs for additional floor
space

22.
Letters of Commitment and Final Agreements. AIA had previously agreed
with the residents of Buildings A and B that they would sign a framework agreement or a
‘memorandum of intention’ with each resident which would state what AIA would give
including the additional 10-15% more floor space. A sample agreement is attached
(Attachment). As of 8April 2013, 80% of the residents of Buildings A&B have signed the
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agreement. Thirteen agreements have not been signed in Buildings A&B for the
following reasons: out of country or cannot be located (6), wants a bigger apartment (3),
no registration or lacks documents (2), or wants final apartment allocation mentioned in
agreement (2).A similar framework agreement has been signed with 86% of the
residents of Buildings C&D. As of 24 June 2013, only 6 agreements have not been
signed in Buildings C&D because residents are either out of the country (2), wants a
bigger apartment (3), or wants registration date of the apartment to be mentioned in the
agreement (1). For those out of the country, AIA will continue to find ways to contact
them whereas for those who are in Armenia who have not signed, AIA will continue
negotiating with them and encouraging them to sign the agreements. After signing the
framework agreement, residents will then be able to say if they want to buy more space
and how much area they would want. AIA will then look at the building design, available
apartments to see if and how this could be accommodated. In the regular consultations
that will follow, floor assignments and location of replacement apartments will then be
presented to the residents. Final agreements will then be signed which will be the basis
for registration of apartments. Assistance from the Yerevan City Government will be
sought in cases where there are residents who refuse to move. In Buildings C&D where
AIA provides free water and power supply, the free power and water connections will be
terminated 30 days after everyone else has moved. In the event that such peaceful
eviction of residents who do not wish to move takes place, the evicted persons remain
eligible for the entitlements stipulated in the RAP.
23.
Disclosure. The original RAP has been uploaded on ADB website since 2009.
Progress on its implementation has also been disclosed. To comply with ADB's Public
Communications Policy, the full version of the updated RAP will also be posted on ADB
website.
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V.
A.

Legal Framework and Entitlements

National Laws and Regulations

24.
There are general laws and legislation in Armenia that consider matters of IR.
The Republic of Armenia has resettlement regulations in place. Resettlement issues are
discussed in the Land Code (2001) and the Civil Code (1998). The Constitution (1995),
Article 8, more generally acknowledges that the right to property is recognized and
protected in the Republic of Armenia.
25.
The Land Code (Article 50) specifies that all rights of land ownership are limited
by Servitude. Servitude, according to Armenian definitions, is the right of the
Government to acquire land for the use of public projects that benefit the community
including for the passing of water mains or the use of water sources. Also according to
the Land Code, the landowner has a right to ask for compensation and a right to claim in
Court compensation adjustments or the right to stop the Servitude.
26.
Articles 210 through 221 of the Civil Code are more specific with their legislation
on resettlement and discuss compensation rights for titled landowners and owners of
buildings/structures. The Code defines servitude as a grant of the right of limited use of a
parcel. It also discusses the method to conduct voluntary and involuntary resettlement,
including bringing resettlement issues to Court and what parties can decide the
payment. It describes that buyout of a parcel can only be made by a state authority or
commune. Also, notice of buyout must be given to the landowner in advance.
Furthermore, in terms of the price of the buyout, the market value of the land parcel and
of the immovable property on the parcel must be considered as well as the losses
accrued by the owner due to the taking of the land parcel.
27.
Cadastre agencies, a branch of the RA Government, set the initial price of private
land. The cadastre agencies do not give more value to the land with any subsequent
improvements to the land. However, under the Civil Code, compensation rates are set
by market price values which can account for land improvements. Specific compensation
information is not provided by anybody of Armenian legislation. However, in the event of
resettlement, the Government or commune must negotiate personally with the
landowner. If they cannot come to a common agreement, the resettlement issues are
brought to the Court system.
B.
ADB's Safeguards Policy Statement – Safeguards Requirements 2 on
Involuntary Resettlement (2009)
28.
ADB's Safeguards Requirements on Involuntary Resettlement aims to (i) avoid
involuntary resettlement wherever possible; (ii) minimize involuntary resettlement by
exploring project and design alternatives; (iii) enhance, or at least restore, the livelihoods
of all displaced persons in real terms relative to pre-project levels; and (iv) improve the
standards of living of the displaced poor and other vulnerable groups. The involuntary
resettlement safeguards covers physical displacement (relocation, loss of residential
land, or loss of shelter) and economic displacement (loss of land, assets, access to
assets, income sources, or means of livelihoods) as a result of (i) involuntary acquisition
of land, or (ii) involuntary restrictions on land use or on access to legally designated
parks and protected areas. It covers them whether such losses and involuntary
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restrictions are full or partial, permanent or temporary. Key principles of the policy are as
follows:
(i)
Screen the project early on to identify past, present, and future
involuntary resettlement impacts and risks. Determine the scope of
resettlement planning through a survey and/or census of displaced
persons, including a gender analysis, specifically related to resettlement
impacts and risks.
(ii)
Carry out meaningful consultations with affected persons, host
communities, and concerned nongovernment organizations. Inform all
displaced persons of their entitlements and resettlement options. Ensure
their participation in planning, implementation, and monitoring and
evaluation of resettlement programs.
(iii)
Pay particular attention to the needs of vulnerable groups, especially
those below the poverty line, the landless, the elderly, women and
children, and Indigenous Peoples, and those without legal title to land,
and ensure their participation in consultations.
(iv)
Establish a grievance redress mechanism to receive and facilitate
resolution of the affected persons’ concerns.
(v)
Support the social and cultural institutions of displaced persons and their
host population. Where involuntary resettlement impacts and risks are
highly complex and sensitive, compensation and resettlement decisions
should be preceded by a social preparation phase.
(vi)
Improve, or at least restore, the livelihoods of all displaced persons
through (i) land-based resettlement strategies when affected livelihoods
are land based where possible or cash compensation at replacement
value for land when the loss of land does not undermine livelihoods, (ii)
prompt replacement of assets with access to assets of equal or higher
value, (iii) prompt compensation at full replacement cost for assets that
cannot be restored, and (iv) additional revenues and services through
benefit sharing schemes where possible.
(vii)
Provide physically and economically displaced persons with needed
assistance, including the following: (i) if there is relocation, secured tenure
to relocation land, better housing at resettlement sites with comparable
access to employment and production opportunities, integration of
resettled persons economically and socially into their host communities,
and extension of project benefits to host communities; (ii) transitional
support and development assistance, such as land development, credit
facilities, training, or employment opportunities; and (iii) civic
infrastructure and community services, as required.
(viii) Improve the standards of living of the displaced poor and other vulnerable
groups, including women, to at least national minimum standards. In rural
areas provide them with legal and affordable access to land and
resources, and in urban areas provide them with appropriate income
sources and legal and affordable access to adequate housing.
(ix)
Develop procedures in a transparent, consistent, and equitable manner if
land acquisition is through negotiated settlement to ensure that those
people who enter into negotiated settlements will maintain the same or
better income and livelihood status.
(x)
Ensure that displaced persons without titles to land or any recognizable
legal rights to land are eligible for resettlement assistance and
compensation for loss of non-land assets.
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(xi)

(xii)

(xiii)

(xiv)

(xv)

C.

Prepare a resettlement plan elaborating on displaced persons’
entitlements, the income and livelihood restoration strategy, institutional
arrangements, monitoring and reporting framework, budget, and timebound implementation schedule.
Disclose a draft resettlement plan, including documentation of the
consultation process in a timely manner, before project appraisal, in an
accessible place and a form and language(s) understandable to affected
persons and other stakeholders. Disclose the final resettlement plan and
its updates to affected persons and other stakeholders.
Conceive and execute involuntary resettlement as part of a development
project or program. Include the full costs of resettlement in the
presentation of project’s costs and benefits. For a project with significant
involuntary resettlement impacts, consider implementing the involuntary
resettlement component of the project as a stand-alone operation.
Pay compensation and provide other resettlement entitlements before
physical or economic displacement. Implement the resettlement plan
under close supervision throughout project implementation.
Monitor and assess resettlement outcomes, their impacts on the
standards of living of displaced persons, and whether the objectives of
the resettlement plan have been achieved by taking into account the
baseline conditions and the results of resettlement monitoring. Disclose
monitoring reports.

Comparison of Armenian Resettlement Laws with ADB Policy

29.
Differences between Armenian laws and regulations and ADB Safeguards Policy
Statement (2009) - Safeguard Requirements on Involuntary Resettlement is outlined
below.
Table 5. Comparison of Armenian Laws and ADB's Safeguards Policy Statement Involuntary Resettlement Safeguard Requirements1
Armenian Laws and Regulations
No equivalent legislation requiring
the preparation resettlement plans.
No equivalent legislation requiring
the conduct of meaningful
consultations and disclosure of
compensation and entitlements to
affected people.
No provision for vulnerable groups.

ADB's 2009 Safeguards Policy Statement - Involuntary Resettlement
Safeguards
Screen the project early on to identify past, present, and future involuntary
resettlement impacts and risks. Determine the scope of resettlement planning
through a survey and/or census of displaced persons, including a gender
analysis, specifically related to resettlement impacts and risks.
Carry out meaningful consultations with affected persons, host communities,
and concerned nongovernment organizations. Inform all displaced persons of
their entitlements and resettlement options. Ensure their participation in
planning, implementation, and monitoring and evaluation of resettlement
programs.
Pay particular attention to the needs of vulnerable groups, especially those
below the poverty line, the landless, the elderly, women and children, and
Indigenous Peoples, and those without legal title to land, and ensure their
participation in consultations.

1

ADB and EBRD policy requirements covering involuntary resettlement aspects of projects are compatible
on all substantive issues.
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Armenian Laws and Regulations
Grievances are addressed through
the court system.
No equivalent legislation or policy.

The Land Code and Civil Code
require compensation for affected
land and structures. No provision
for income/ livelihood restoration
measures.
Land valuation based on current
market value
Only landowners and owners of
registered houses/ buildings are
compensated for damages/
demolition caused by a project

No equivalent provision in the Land
Code or Civil Code.

Cadastre agencies set the initial
price of private land. Under the
Civil Code, compensation rates are
set by market price values which
can account for land
improvements. In the event of
resettlement, the Government or
commune is required to negotiate
personally with the landowner. If
they cannot come to a common
agreement, the resettlement issues
are brought to the Court system.
Land compensation only for titled
landowners .
Only registered houses/ buildings
are compensated for
damages/demolition caused by a
project.

No equivalent provision.

ADB's 2009 Safeguards Policy Statement - Involuntary Resettlement
Safeguards
Establish a grievance redress mechanism to receive and facilitate resolution of
the affected persons’ concerns.
Support the social and cultural institutions of displaced persons and their host
population. Where involuntary resettlement impacts and risks are highly
complex and sensitive, compensation and resettlement decisions should be
preceded by a social preparation phase.
Improve, or at least restore, the livelihoods of all displaced persons through (i)
land-based resettlement strategies when affected livelihoods are land based
where possible or cash compensation at replacement value for land when the
loss of land does not undermine livelihoods, (ii) prompt replacement of assets
with access to assets of equal or higher value, (iii) prompt compensation at full
replacement cost for assets that cannot be restored, and (iv) additional
revenues and services through benefit sharing schemes where possible.
Provide physically and economically displaced persons with needed assistance,
including the following: (i) if there is relocation, secured tenure to relocation
land, better housing at resettlement sites with comparable access to
employment and production opportunities, integration of resettled persons
economically and socially into their host communities, and extension of project
benefits to host communities; (ii) transitional support and development
assistance, such as land development, credit facilities, training, or employment
opportunities; and (iii) civic infrastructure and community services, as required.
Improve the standards of living of the displaced poor and other vulnerable
groups, including women, to at least national minimum standards. In rural areas
provide them with legal and affordable access to land and resources, and in
urban areas provide them with appropriate income sources and legal and
affordable access to adequate housing.
Develop procedures in a transparent, consistent, and equitable manner if land
acquisition is through negotiated settlement to ensure that those people who
enter into negotiated settlements will maintain the same or better income and
livelihood status.

Ensure that displaced persons without titles to land or any recognizable legal
rights to land are eligible for resettlement assistance and compensation for loss
of non-land assets.

Prepare a resettlement plan elaborating on displaced persons’ entitlements, the
income and livelihood restoration strategy, institutional arrangements,
monitoring and reporting framework, budget, and time-bound implementation
schedule.
Disclose a draft resettlement plan, including documentation of the consultation
process in a timely manner, before project appraisal, in an accessible place and
a form and language(s) understandable to affected persons and other
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Armenian Laws and Regulations

No equivalent provision.

No equivalent provision.
No equivalent provision.

D.

ADB's 2009 Safeguards Policy Statement - Involuntary Resettlement
Safeguards
stakeholders. Disclose the final resettlement plan and its updates to affected
persons and other stakeholders.
Conceive and execute involuntary resettlement as part of a development project
or program. Include the full costs of resettlement in the presentation of project’s
costs and benefits. For a project with significant involuntary resettlement
impacts, consider implementing the involuntary resettlement component of the
project as a stand-alone operation.
Pay compensation and provide other resettlement entitlements before physical
or economic displacement. Implement the resettlement plan under close
supervision throughout project implementation.
Monitor and assess resettlement outcomes, their impacts on the standards of
living of displaced persons, and whether the objectives of the resettlement plan
have been achieved by taking into account the baseline conditions and the
results of resettlement monitoring. Disclose monitoring reports.

Resettlement Objectives and Principles

30.
The Project, i.e. construction of a new passenger terminal at the ZIA, does not
require any physical displacement (relocation, loss of residential land, or loss of shelter)
and economic displacement (loss of land, assets, access to assets, income sources, or
means of livelihoods) as there is no involuntary acquisition of land or involuntary
restriction of land. Land to be used for the airport terminal is owned by ZIA. The
Government could have achieved the relocation process through expropriation, pursuant
to Armenian law. The affected buildings are located on the airport territory and separated
from the land used for the construction of the new terminal building. It is clearly outside
the land area needed for the new terminal. As part of the overall Master Plan, the
Government has decided to relocate these buildings as they represent a safety and
security hazard. If the Government were to implement the resettlement of the four
buildings, they would have expropriated the properties after paying adequate
compensation to legal owners of the apartment units. However, AIA has adopted a
proactive approach and negotiated the residents to move voluntarily. AIA prepared a
RAP following EBRD's policy which aims to ensure that all affected people (AP) are able
to maintain and, preferably, improve their pre-project living standards through
replacement of affected physical and non-physical assets and, as required, other
assistance to ensure that their income-earning capacity are maintained. All affected
households will be offered new residences that are better and more valuable than their
existing ones. The following principles have been adopted for the resettlement of
affected households:
(i)

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

All APs, irrespective of tenure status, social or economic standing, and any
such factors that may discriminate against achieving the objectives outlined
above, are entitled to compensation at replacement cost for their lost assets,
including temporary losses or impacts.
Special assistance will be provided to vulnerable groups.
Lack of legal title to affected assets will not bar the APs from RAP
entitlements.
Replacement housing will be provided with secure tenure status, all fees,
sales taxes, or other surcharges associated with transfer of property
certificates will be waived.
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(v)
(vi)

(vii)

(viii)

E.

Implementation of the resettlement activities shall be carried out with
participation and consultation of affected people.
A summary of the RAP will be distributed to the APs and the full version of
the RAP will be made available at the AIA office for the reference of affected
people as well any interested groups.
No physical displacement will take place until the replacement buildings have
been constructed and the individual apartment units are ready for occupancy.
The residents will move directly from their current homes to their new
residences. AIA will assist the residents in the moving process.
Adequate budgetary support will be fully committed and be made available to
cover the costs of implementing the RAP within the agreed implementation
period.

Eligibility and Entitlement

31.
Entitlements.In accordance with the above principles, affected persons will be
entitled to a larger, better and new homes, in return for theirexisting ones. Replacement
apartment units will be provided regardless of nature of ownership rights. The
replacement units will depend on the size of their current apartments.
32.
Persons with disability will also be given special assistance and will be given the
opportunity to select units in the lower floors.
33.
No one will lose a job or employment opportunity. Those residents who work at
the airport will be offered free transportation to work. Those who are not employed at the
airport will be closer to other employment centers, as well as stores, schools, medical
facilities and Government offices. Those who are unemployed have a better chance for
getting employment as the new site is centrally located. The entitlements matrix is
shown in Table 6.
Table 6. Eligibility and Entitlement Matrix
Issue/Loss
Loss of
accommodation
Journey to work - No
longer able to walk to
work
Transfer of title
Vulnerable groups

Eligible Affected Person
Owners with Property
Certificates
Occupants of Dormitories
Airport Employees

Entitlement
New place of accommodation (equal in size or
larger, depending on the size of the existing
apartment or dormitory room/s occupied.
Free transportation to work will be provided to
airport employees.

All affected persons

Title to the apartments will vest immediately.
Legal and clerical support will be given to
accomplish it.
Assistance provided during the relocation
process.
For persons with disability, preference to move
in to units in the lower floors

Households headed by
women
Persons with disability

34.
It is estimated that the new units will be larger than the old units. The old
apartments at the hostel did not include bathrooms and toilets and were smaller than the
legal requirements for a stand-alone apartment. Residents occupying rooms at the
training center and hostel that are less than 20 sq. m. will receive a 40m2 apartment
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comprised of 35.25 m2 interior area (kitchen, 1-bedroom, living room and toilet and
bathroom facilities) plus a balcony (4.8 m2). The resettlement packages for residents
based on the eligibility and entitlement matrix are presented in paragraphs 35 and 36
below.Depending on the outcome of continuing negotiations with the residents, AIA may
decide to provide enhancements and these will be reported in future monitoring reports.
The drawings and the typology of replacement units at the new buildings is presented in
Attachments 6 and 7.
35.

The package for residents of Buildings A and B are as follows :
(i) an apartment with 43 sq. m. of interior space plus a balcony for those who
presently have apartments with a total surface area of 34-38 sq. m. The total
surface area of the replacement apartment is 61 sq.m. including balcony;
(ii) an apartment with 69 sq. m. of interior space plus a balcony for those who
presently have apartments with a total surface area of 55-59 sq. m. The total
surface area of the replacement apartment is 90 sq.m. including balcony; and
(iii) An apartment with 95 sq. m. of interior space for those who presently have
apartments with a total surface area of more than 70 sq.m. The total surface
area of the replacement apartment is 118 sq.m. including balcony.

36.
Since September 2011, AIA has been negotiating a resettlement package with
the residents of Buildings C&D. In July 2012, the following new package for residents of
Buildings C and D was offered and accepted by the majority of the residents:
(i) a 40m2 apartment comprised of 35.25 m2 interior area (kitchen, 1-bedroom,
living room and toilet and bathroom facilities) plus a balcony (4.8 m2) for
those with 1-3 family members losing a room less than 20m2;
Because of the building design and apartment lay-out, there is a limited
number of 40m2 apartments. Therefore, those entitled to a 40m2 apartment
but cannot be accommodated will be given a 38sq.m. apartment comprised of
33.4 sq.m interior area (1 bedroom, kitchen, living room, and toilet and
bathroom facilities) and a balcony of 4.6 sq.m.. In lieu of the 2
sq.m.difference, utility appliances such as refrigerator, washing machine and
television set will be provided to these few families. This arrangement is
acceptable to these families.
(ii) a 50m2 apartment comprised of 44.7 m2 interior area (kitchen, 1-bedroom,
living room and toilet and bathroom facilities) plus a balcony (5.3 m2) for
those with 4 or more family members losing a room less than 20m2; and
(iii) a 64m2 apartment comprised of 58.2m2. interior area (kitchen, 2-bedrooms,
living room and toilet and bathroom facilities) plus a balcony (5.8 m2) for
those who has two separate rooms.
37.
Eligibility.The cut-off date for eligibility is the date of the final census survey
conducted on 9-10 September 2009. The final list of the residents eligible for
replacement units are attached (Attachment 3). The residents list of 2009 has been
updated by the GDCA in April 2013. According to that list there were names of residents
who were included in the list of 2009 but were not actually residing in the buildings,
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hence, they have been excluded in the updated list by the GDCA. This list have been
sent to AIA by GDCA as a final list and AIA proceeded based on this list updated by
GDCA.Residents who settle or occupy units in the old buildings after the cut-off date will
not be eligible for replacement units. They, however, will be given sufficient advance
notice, requested to vacate premises and dismantle affected structures.

VI
A.

Relocation to New Apartment Buildings

Resettlement Site Selection

38.
When selecting the site for the replacement buildings, the Yerevan City
Governmentconsidered all Government owned properties. A 4,700 sq. m. of vacant land
at Babajanian Street 9852, Malatya-Sebastia District, Yerevan City was selected for the
following reasons:
 It is close to the airport, and those employed at the airport will not have to
travel far to work (such interest has been expressed by people in this
category).
 It is located in the City of Yerevan (residents have expressed such
preference).
 It is close to markets and schools (this has been a concern for the elderly and
young families with children)
 It is closer to employment opportunities than the current buildings (other than
airport jobs).
39.
The land transfer agreement was signed in January 2009 and the certificate of
ownership (Attachment 2) was issued to AIA in June 2009. The certificate of ownership
for the additional land was issued to AIA in April 2012 (Attachment 1c).The new
neighbourhood is very close to the existing one and the demographic profile is almost
identical. Many residents in the existing buildings are already employed in the new
neighbourhood and use the shopping facilities, schools, clinics and other community
related institutions. Therefore, the impact of the relocation on the new neighbourhood as
well those moving there is minimal to non-existing.
40.
The new neighbourhood is zoned for the construction of such multi-storey
buildings, and others are already under construction. The Municipality has conducted the
studies to confirm the adequacy of existing infrastructure. The neighbourhood is
informed of the zoning and the plans to build new residential structures on that particular
strip of land. No complaints have been launched to oppose such development. Prior to
the beginning of construction of this particular building the purpose of the project will be
announced to the neighbourhood.
B.

Resettlement Site Development

41.
AIA has completed the final design (Attachments 6 and 7) of the new buildings
where residents of the buildings on the airport property will be offered residences of
equal or larger sizes than their current homes. The attachment provides the typical floor
plan showing different apartment typologies on each floor. The transfer of the new titles
will be organized and financed by the concessionaire, at no cost to the residents. In
terms of the actual location of each unit in the building, residents will be given
comparable locations (floor and location). New units will be provided with complete
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kitchens,fully equipped private bathrooms and balconies. The new building will have
public elevators (contrary to the present situation), a freight elevator and emergency
stairs, trash collection facilities, permanent water and gas supply, sewerage, telephone
lines, a lobby, sitting and recreation area in the courtyard for kids to play and the elderly
to gather. Windows will be made of aluminium frames with double insulated panel.
Samples of apartments fittings were put on displace for the building residents to see and
inspect during the consultations in May and July 2012. The common access door will be
installed with a security lock system. There will be an uncovered garage in ground floor
and a limited number ofsecured indoor garage available for sale.
Figure 1. Exhibit of Materials and Fittings for New Apartments

C.

Registration and Maintenance of Apartment Units

42.
Each affected owner of apartment units in Building A and B and registered
occupant of the hostels will be assisted by AIA to register their replacement apartment
units as per the Law of the Republic of Armenia on Apartment Building
Management(2002).2 They will be provided with property certificates covering the whole
inner space of the apartment unit. The law also states that the structure can be owned
by one or more than one persons with the right of common joint or common shared
ownership.Wherever possible and whenever there is an agreement between spouses,
joint ownership by husband and wife will be encouraged by AIA.
43.
As per Armenian law, common shared property such as spaces, structures,
property and other property rights designed and intended for common and full service
are held with the right of ownership by all structure owners. Hence, they are also obliged
perform measures and other activities to maintain the common facilities as well as to
participate in expenses, taxes, duties and other payments connected with property
maintenance and use. AIA will facilitate the initial convening of a meeting of all owners to
decide on how issues related to the management of common shared property of the
apartment buildings will be managed.

2

This is available from http://www.parliament.am/law_docs/040602HO334eng.pdf?lang=eng
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VII

Income Restoration

44.
No loss of income or employment is expected as a result of the relocation
project. There is no need for any income restoration to take place for the following
reasons
 Anyone employed at the airport will keep his/her position. Free transportation will
be given. The distance is short, in any event.
 Those who are employed outside the airport will be closer to their jobs, as the
new building is in the City of Yerevan and employment centres.
 Those who are unemployed will have a better chance of getting jobs, as the new
building is in the City of Yerevan and employment centres.
45.
Part of the overall compensation to employees is in the form of new units, which
are larger than the original, complete with bathrooms, kitchen, elevators, etc.
VIII

Institutional Arrangements

46.
AIA will have the primary responsibility for financing and implementing the
relocation process. The General Department of Civil Aviation will closely supervise and
monitor the process.
47.
Relocation will be implemented all at once, as soon as the new building is
completed in approximately two and half years. Meanwhile, the residents will stay in their
current homes.
48.
As stated above, the concessionaire will have the primary responsibility for the
relocation. It does have the financial and technical resources to do so. The process will
be supervised and monitored by the General Department of Civil Aviation, which has the
mandate to do so on all matters related to airport activities, and has the resources to
carry out such supervision and monitoring.
49.
During the first year after construction, AIA, the General Department of Civil
Aviation and the building construction contractors will regularly monitor the condition of
the building, get the residents’ feedback and take corrective measures, whenever
necessary. In case corrective measures are not implemented to the satisfaction of the
residents, an independent evaluator will be retained to make recommendations. ADB
and EBRD will be informed of the status.
50.
One year after moving in to their new apartments, residents will be responsible
for the maintenance of the common facilities of the building. AIA, in consultation with the
residents, may form homeowners associations or devise other mechanisms to ensure
that the building facilities are properly maintained.
51.
In general, AIA will have the general responsibility for the implementation of the
project and the office of Mr.AshotMirzoyan, Head of Maintenance and Environmental
Department will carry the day to day responsibility.
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IX

Implementation Schedule

52.
Implementation of the process is expected to be very simple. AIA will hire a
contractor to build the new building, and once the building is deemed ready for
occupancy, the residents will move only after they receive property certificates for their
new apartments. No temporary housing is required, and all relocation expenses,
including property registrations will be handled by the concessionaire. The General
Department of Civil Aviation will monitor and supervise the foregoing.
53.
The new building will be constructed in approximately two and half years.
Meanwhile, the residents will stay in their current homes unaffected.Once the new
building is completed, AIA will assist the residents in the physical relocation and
registration of property rights. This is expected to take approximately three months after
the construction of the new building. The design of the buildingsfor Building A&B
Residents was completed in 2011. Site preparation works for Buildings A&B commenced
in October 2011 and main construction commenced in November 2011. Figure 2 below
shows the progress on construction of new apartment buildings for residents of Buildings
A&B.
Figure 2. Construction Progress - New Apartments for Buildings A&B, July 2012
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Figure 3. Construction Progress - New Apartments for Buildings A&B, Apr2013

54.
The design of the buildingsand the entitlement package for Building C&D
residents was completed in July 2012. As a precondition to apply for a building permit
and start construction, AIA obtained the agreement with majority (79%) of the residents.
Figure 2 below shows the progress on construction of new apartment buildings for
residents of Buildings C&D.The estimated schedule is provided in Table 7 below. Actual
relocation and transfer to new apartment units is plannedin 2014.
Figure 4. Construction Progress - New Apartments for Buildings C&D, Apr 2013
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55.
Two months prior to the scheduled day for relocation, AIA will notify building
residents of the need to vacate and give information on moving schedule and other
relocation arrangements. Assistance from the Yerevan City Government will be sought
in cases where there are residents who refuse to move. In Buildings C&D where AIA
provides free water and power supply, the free power and water connections will be
terminated 30 days after everyone else has moved.
Table 7. Timetable of Activities
Activity
Final Census
Disclosure of Summary Resettlement Plan
Yerevan City Government Issuance of Resolution N590-A for New General Plan and
GoA Resolution 1842 for Additional Parcel of Land (0.3ha)
AIA receipt of New General Plan as per Resolution N590-A
AIA obtains Ownership Certificate for Additional Parcel of Land (0.3ha)
Validation of 2009 Census
Consultation Activities
Finalization of Building Design for A&B Buildings
Site Preparation for Construction - New Buildings for A&B Residents
Site Preparation for Construction - New Buildings for C&D Residents
Commencement of Construction of New Buildings for A&B Residents
Measurement of Common Areas in Buildings C&D
Reallocation of Additional Parcel of Land for Building C&D Residents
Finalization of New Building Design and Apartment Layout for Buildings C&D
Negotiation and Finalization of New Resettlement Package for Buildings C&D
Site Preparation for Construction - New Buildings for C&D Residents
Commencement of Construction - New Buildings for C&D Residents
Construction Monitoring by Independent Engineer
Recruitment of External Expert for Resettlement Monitoring
Target Construction Completion Date – New Buildings for A&B Residents
Target Construction Completion Date - New Buildings for C&D Residents
Landscaping and Finishing Works - New Buildings for A&B Residents
Landscaping and Finishing Works - New Buildings for C&D Residents
Registration of New apartment units – A&B Residents
Registration of New apartment units – C&D Residents
Actual Relocation and Transfer to new apartment units - A&B Residents
Actual Relocation and Transfer to new apartment units - C&D Residents
Demolition of Existing Buildings - A&B
Demolition of Existing Buildings - C&D

Timing
Sep 2009
Oct 2009
Feb 2011
Apr 2011
Aug 2011
April 2013
Quarterly
Sep 2011
Oct 2011
Oct 2012
Nov 2011
Mar 2012
April 2012
Jul 2012
Jul 2012
Oct 2012
Nov 2012
Quarterly
2 months prior to
actual relocation
October 2013
June 2014
October 2013
July 2014
Oct – Nov 2013
June-July 2014
December 2013
September 2014
Apr 2014
December 2014

Source: AIA, 2013.
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X

Grievance Redress

56.
Residents will retain their existing apartments until the new ones become
available. A group of airport employees, specifically assigned with the task, will be in
constant contact withthe residents in order to get their feedbacks and accommodate
their requests.
57.
If issues, complaints or grievances arise concerning the relocation process, the
AIA
Maintenance
and
Environmental
Department
(MED)
headed
by
Mr.AshotMirzoyan,will engage the affected people to identify solutions and resolve any
complaints or grievances in a participatory manner. If the issue cannot be resolved at the
MED level, it will be elevated to the Grievance and Redress Committee with
representation from AIA Management, City Government of Yerevan represented by the
General Department of Civil Aviation and the affected people. If issues still cannot be
resolved, affected people could appeal to the court for necessary redress of grievances.
The Complaints Resolution Process Flow as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Complaints Resolution Process Flow
START

AP submits issues or concerns to
MED

AP and AIA staff resolve
issue/concern

Issue/
Concern
Resolved
?

YES
END

NO

END

AIA or AP goes
to court to settle
issue

NO

Issue/
Concern
Resolved
?

AIA informs AP
of GRCDecision

AIA MED forwards issues/concerns to
Grievance and Redress Committee for
Review/ Evaluation/Resolution

YES
END
Source: AIA, 2012.
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XI

Monitoring and Evaluation

58.
The relocation process will be implemented by AIA, and regularly
monitored/supervised by the General Department of Civil Aviation. The relocation will be
completed only after new building is satisfactorily completed and all residents have
voluntarily performed the exchange.
A.

Internal Monitoring

59.

Internal monitoring in this Project will involve the following:
(i)
Administrative monitoring to ensure that implementation is on schedule
and problems are dealt with on a timely basis.
(ii)
Socio-economic monitoring during and after the relocation process to
ensure that people are settled and recovering.
(iii)
Overall monitoring whether recovery has taken place successfully and on
time.

60.
Administrative monitoring will include monitoring progress of construction of
the new buildings and the provision of replacement units to the residents within the
agreed timeframe. For monitoring purposes, the following will be confirmed: that the
construction will be completed according to approved plans by a reputable contractor;
the existing infrastructures are adequate, the size and condition of the apartments is
satisfactory to residents and sufficient to replace lost assets. The concessionaire will
monitor its contractor and the General Department of Civil Aviation will supervise/monitor
the entire process.
61.
A completion act must be provided by Government authorities, along with an
occupancy permit. Thereafter, each resident must voluntarily enter into a property
exchange agreement.
62.
After transferring to the new building, the structural integrity of the building will
also be monitored from time to time to ensure that the building is safe for residential
purposes. The condition of the buildings and its common facilities will also be monitored
and residents given advise on maintenance of facilities.
63.
Socio-economic monitoring will include (i) checking whether AIA has secured
the resident's full cooperation; and (ii) monitoring of residents' adjustment to their new
neighbourhood. If AIA has been unable to secure the residents’ full cooperation, in order
to complete the relocation, an outside evaluator will be retained for recommendations.
Monitoring of resident's adjustment may include checking whether school-age children
have been enrolled or successfully transferred to new schools (both public and private),
whether residents have no difficulties in accessing public transportation, and whether
unemployed residents have availed of employment opportunities in the present location,
and whether municipal public health services are available, etc.
64.
Frequency of reporting and content for monitoring will be ongoing during
construction of the replacement buildings and will continue until the two (2) years after
relocation. Regular monitoring of RAP implementation progress shall be performed with
reports generated every six months upon commencement of civil works for the new
buildings. AIA will prepare monitoring reports and submit these to ADB and EBRD
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documenting actual achievements against targets fixed and identifying reasons for
shortfalls, if any.
B.

External Monitoring

65.
The building residents have requested for an external expert to monitor the
construction of the replacement apartments to ensure its structural stability and its
adherence to national and international standards of building construction. AIA will
request the Independent Engineer to monitor the construction of the apartment buildings
on a regular basis.
66.
Implementation of the resettlement plan is being monitored by international
resettlement experts from ADB and its co-financiers including EBRD. Two months prior
to relocation, AIA will engage the services of a resettlement expert to undertake external
monitoring.The objective of such external monitoring is to confirm (a) that the updated
resettlement plan is being implemented to the satisfaction of the majority of the building
residents, (b) that the actions and c) activities undertaken by AIA are conducted in
compliance with ADB and EBRD’s policy requirements; and, (c) that the objectives of the
updated RAP has been met and has achieved its desired effect.
67.

The scope ofthe above mentioned external monitoring includes the following
(i) Construction Progress Monitoring - Reviewing the building plans and
monitoring of the progress of construction of replacement buildingsand
confirming that construction is completed according to the approved plans by
a reputable contractor; and that the existing infrastructure is adequate; and
(ii) Socio-economic monitoring – Determining whether AIA has secured the
residents’ full cooperation, determining whether the stakeholder engagement
process including the grievance mechanism is effective to address
complaints, checking whether the size of the replacement apartments meets
policy requirements and sufficient to replace lost assets and monitoring of
residents' adjustment to their new neighbourhood.

68.
External monitoring will be continued in parallel with the implementation of the
updated RAP and will result in a regular semi-annual report during the resettlement plan
implementation period.At the end of the resettlement plan implementation period, a final
compliance report will be prepared indicating whether the updated RAP has been carried
out in accordance with ADB and EBRD policy requirements.
69.
A post implementation evaluation monitoring will be carried out the first two years
after the implementation of relocation project. The evaluation shall verify that (i) all
physical and financial inputs committed to by AIA have been delivered and all services
provided; and (ii) the efforts to restore the socio-economic living conditions of the
affected population have been properly conceived and executed and have had the
desired effect.
70.

The monitoring reports will be disclosed on ADB website.
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XII

Costs and Budgets

71.
Armenia International Airports has the financial capacity to complete the project.
It has the authority to do so, based on its internal decision making process and the
approval of the General department of Civil Aviation.
72.
The sources of funds for resettlement will come from Armenia International
Airports, and on an as needed basis from its affiliates.
73.
The parcels of land on which the new buildings will be constructed is already
purchased and paid for. The total construction cost for the relocation will be
approximately US$ 17.5 million, which the concessionaire is in a comfortable position to
finance.
74.
Resettlement costs will be funded by AIA. AIA will make as many manned
vehicles as necessary available for such relocation. Such support will be available as
soon as occupancy permits for the new building are secured and the residents have
completed the property exchange procedures.
75.
The construction of the building will be on a fixed cost. The breakdown of
foreseen costs is presented in Table 8.
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Table 8. Construction Budget
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
I26
27
28

Land Cost
Preliminary Works
Excavation Works
Housing Concrete Structure
Parking Concrete Structure
Electrical Installation
Water/Sewerage Installation
Gas Installation
Gas Installation Inside Units
Ventilation System
Rain Water Drainage
Heating System
AC Piping
Fire Fighting & Detection
Telephone Network
Subfloor
Masonry
Floors/Tiles
Ceiling
Windows
Doors
Sanitary Equipment
Elevators
Kitchen Equipment
Façade Works
Exterior Areas Civil Works
Green Areas Works
Blacksmith
Cleaning / Final Cleaning
Architecture and Engineering
Work Site Supervision
Inhabitants Moving Cost
Existing Construction Demolition Cost
External Monitoring
Contingencies
GRAND TOTAL

USD
USD
USD
USD

500 000
65 000
550 000
3 600 000

USD
USD
USD

600 000
350 000
95 000
110 000
30 000
65 000
370 000
150 000
150 000
10 000
290 000
2 400 000
1 450 000
90 000
400 000
750 000
320 000
730 000
250 000
1 100 000
400 000
86 000
100 000
19 000
370 000
170 000
150 000
1 100 000
100 000
600 000
17 520 000

USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
USD
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Attachment 1a
AGREEMENT
ON FREE /PERMANENT/ LAND USE
Yerevan City
January 27, 2009
The Republic of Armenia, represented by Yerevan city Mayor Yervand Zakharyan, hereinafter referred to
as Lender, represented by Arsen Seryozha Amyan, Head of Yerevan City Hall Real Estate Administration
Department pursuant to Resolution N 5278-A, dated 05.12.2007 of Yerevan city Mayor, on one hand,
and
“Armenia” International Airports” CJSC, hereinafter referred to as Borrower, on the other hand, concluded
the present Agreement pursuant to the RA Government’s Resolution N 1153-N, dated 04.10.2007 and
Resolution N 1842-A, dated 17.04.2008 of Yerevan city Mayor, on the following;
1. SUBJECT OF THE AGREEMENT
1.1. Pursuant to the present Agreement, the Lender, by preemptive right of purchase shall transfer a land
parcel of 0,47 Ha from the territory adjacent to A. Babajanyan Street to the Borrower for free possession
and use in accordance with the Annex to RA Government Resolution N 1153-N, dated 04.10.2007 and
pursuant to annexed plan of the land parcel, which is the integral part of the present Agreement.
1.2. The land parcel shall be transferred for the purpose of constructing apartment houses.
1.3. Description of the land parcel – well-planned.
1.4. The borrower shall accept the land parcel and undertake that after obtaining property right to it, the
apartment houses to be built on the given land by “Armenia” International Airports” CJSC shall be
transferred to the free ownership of the residents of four apartment houses in the territory of “Zvartnots”
International Airport subject to demolition.
2. TERM OF THE AGREEMENT
2.1. The present Agreement enters into force as from the moment of its signing and is effective for an
indefinite period.
2.2. Any of the parties may waive the Agreement by notifying the other party of such intention one month
in advance.
3. TERMINATION OF THE AGREEMENT
3.1. The present Agreement may be terminated;
3.1.1. by mutual consent of the parties,
3.1.2. in the event of early termination of the Agreement in the case and manner provided for by the
Agreement and the legislation of the Republic of Armenia.
4. RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE PARTIES
The Borrower is entitled to;
- posses and use the land parcel in accordance with the present Agreement and significance of the
land,
- improve or modify it (also to carry out capital construction works on the land parcel in the manner
provided for by the legislation of the Republic of Armenia) in accordance with significance of the
given land parcel,
- transfer the land to the third party only by the Lender’s consent and according to the provisions
and terms established by the latter,
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-

-

take measures in the course of one month, preceding early termination of the Agreement, to return
the estate to the Lender in accordance with the provisions of the Agreement, to remove the
modifications made on the land parcel by written consent of the Lender and alienate the affixed
property to the Lender according to the provisions set by both parties,
request compensation for damages from the Lender in the event of early termination of the
Agreement.

The Borrower is obliged to:
- comply with the requirements for the use of the land parcel stipulated by the resolution on land
allocation and the present Agreement in time and in the established order, the restrictions to the
use of the land parcel and the maintenance measures,
- not allow such modifications of the land that will cause reduction in its price or the deterioration
of its features;
- upon the consent of the Lender make modifications in the land parcel in accordance with the
Republic of Armenia Legislation and the present Agreement,
- in case of early termination of the Agreement take measures for removing the detachable
modifications done by him on the land upon the written consent of the Lender and for alienating
the immovable property to the Lender in order to free the land in time through leaving or
destroying the fixed modifications and the land modifications done by him without the written
consent of the Lender as well as the property (both movable and immovable) upon the demand of
the Lender,
- in case of pledging or alienating the affixed property located on the land and belonging to the
Lender by the right of ownership to a third party it is necessary to notify the Lender in written
beforehand,
- it is forbidden to voluntarily transfer or concede completely or partially the free of charge use right
to a third party, to pledge the right to the property or to the land, to invest the charter capital of the
legal entity or provide the land to a third party with the right to use (against payment or for free),
- the present Agreement should be presented to the corresponding local subdivision of the State
Real Estate Cadastre Committee at the Government of the Republic of Armenia within 30 days
period of its execution and notary certification date for the state registration of the rights, all the
expenses stipulated by the Republic of Armenia legislation including the payment of the state duty
for the state registration of the rights generating from the present agreement should be done from
the financial means of the Borrower.
The Lender is entitled to:
- request the Borrower to use the land for the purposes established by the present Agreement and in
accordance with the terms thereof, comply with the restrictions to the use of the land, perform
activities for the improvement of the land,
- access the used land with the Borrower or its representative in order to control the land usage
conditions without impeding the normal activity of the Borrower,
- alienate the used land to a third party provided the alienation does not violate the Borrower’s
preemptive right to the acquisition of the land and does not affect the present Agreement,
- early terminate the Agreement in case and in the manner established by the Republic of Armenia
legislation and the present Agreement,
- exercise other rights established by the Republic of Armenia legislation,
- upon the termination of the free of charge use period or early termination of the Agreement at his
discretion dispose of the land modifications and the affixed property (detachable or fixed) left by
the Borrower upon his demand.
The Lender is obliged to:
- not interfere with the economic activity of the Borrower if it does not harm the environment and
does not violate other peoples rights and legal interests,
- inform beforehand to the Borrower about transferring the land to others’ disposal or ownership.
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5. FORCE MAJEURE
5.1. Under the present Agreement Force Majeure means earthquakes, floods, war, declaration of military or
emergency situation, political disorder, mass riots, strikes, communication network faults, state
(governmental) acts etc. which prevent the performance of the obligations of the present Agreement.
5.2. Parties are exempted from performing their responsibilities mentioned in the Agreement fully or
partially if it is because of Force Majeure, which occurred after executing of the present Agreement
and which the Parties can not predict or prevent and in the result of which the Borrower can not
continue with normal usage of the land.
5.3. In case Force Majeure lasts more than one month or in case its consequences are not abolished within 6
months the Parties should make a decision on prolongation of the present Agreement.
6. MISCELLANEOUS
6.1. The present Agreement is executed and notarized in four counterparts which have equal legal power,
from which each Party is given one copy, one copy is kept in the notary’s office, as well as in the office of
state registration of rights towards the real estate.
6.2. The present Agreement is binding upon legal successors of the Parties.
6.3. In case of alienation of the property affixed to the land used by the Borrower, in favor of the third party
the rights and obligations of the Borrower to the land that also pass to the latter
6.4. In case the land owner alienates the land to third party the Borrower preserves its rights and obligations
to the used land that he had before the alienation.
6.5. The disputes between Parties are solved by negotiations or by Republic of Armenia legislation.

LENDER

BORROWER

Arsen Amyan Seryoja
1 Argishti street

“Armenia” International Airports” CJSC
Attorney Maria Grigoryan

--------------------------

---------------------------------

Power of Attorney issued on 21.01.2009
-----------------------(Signature)

---------------------(Signature)

Seal
I, R. Sahakyan, notary of Kentron Notary Region, verify the present agreement on the sixteenth day of
February of the year Two Thousand Nine. The parties signed the agreement in my presence. The identity,
dispositive capacity of the parties to the agreement, as well as the legal capacity of the legal entity and the
authorities of its representative and the rights of the landowner towards real estate are checked.
In accordance with 687 Article of RA Civil Code the rights arising from the present Agreement are subject
to registration in the local subdivision of State of Real Estate Cadastre Committee within thirty days.
Is registered in the registry __444_______________.
According to the laws on "state duty" and "Notary" all the state and service duties are levied.
Notary ______________________________/signature/
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Attachment 1b
Certificate of Ownership of the Land Allocated as Resettlement Site
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Attachment 1c

REPUBLIC OF ARMENIA
CERTIFICATE
ON STATE REGISTRATION OF
IMMOVABLE PROPERTY RIGHTS
The present certificate verifies the state registration of immovable property rights in the joint state registry book of
property rights on April 3, 2012 as per the below data:
1. ENTITY(S) OF THE REGISTERED RIGHT
ARMENIA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS CJSC
2. NAME OF THE IMMOVABLE PROPERTY AND ITS LOCATION
Yerevan, Malatia-Sebastia Babajanyan Street 98/2 land parcel
3. DOCUMENTS THAT SERVED AS THE BASE FOR REGISTRATION
RA Government Decree number N1153-N dated 04.10.2007, Mayor of Yerevan Decree N1842-A dated
17.04.2008, Mayor of Yerevan Decree N1386-A dated 13.03.2009, Mayor of Yerevan Decree N590-A dated
28.02.2011, Direct Sale Agreement of the Land Parcel N3149 dated 12.08.2011, Mayor of Yerevan Decree
N6486-A dated 09.12.2011, General Plan N187-2012 dated 21.02.2012, Agreement N792 dated 29.03.2012.
4. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LAND PARCEL
Cadastre code: 01-007-0461-0127
Surface size (ha) 0.77
Purpose of use: residential area
Functional use or soil type: public development
Type of the registered right: OWNERSHIP
Name of the official that did the registration: Slavik Zhamkochyan
Yerevan Local Subdivision
Position: Yerevan Local Subdivision registry of immovable property
Seal of the
RA Government State Real Estate Cadastre Committee staff, service office providing the certificate
/round seal that reads RA Government State Real Estate Cadastre Committee staff, Arabkir service office/

Certificate N03042012-01-0358
page 1

5. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BUILDING
1) Purpose of use:
2) Description for the separate buildings:
Registration number
Cadastre code

Type

Surface size

Type of the registered right

Additional notes and information

Certificate N03042012-01-0358
page 2

Attachment 2
Photos of Affected Buildings

(2009)

Affected Buildings

Project Site
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FOUR STOREY HOSTEL

TRAINING CENTER HOSTEL
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Zvartnots Airport Project 2012 Photo

Residential Buildings
Completed Phase 2 Project

Attachment 3
Validated List of Building Residents and Inventory of Floor Space Occupied
I.

BUILDINGS A&B UPDATED LIST OF THE RESIDENTS
House
No.

Address

Name, Surname

Actual Floor
space m2

1.

N1

A Building

Petrosyan Haykanush

59.3

2.

N2

A Building

Buzariashvili Tamara

3.

N3

A Building

Verdyan Flora

73
73.25

118sq.m
118sq.m

95sq.m
95sq.m

6.6sq.m
6.6sq.m

4.

N4

A Building

Khachatryan Olga

59.2

90sq.m.

69sq.m

10.7sq.m

5.
6.
7.

N5
N6
N7

A Building
A Building
A Building

Ivanyan Vachagan
Sargsyan Sako
Grigoryan Armen

59.2
73
73

90sq.m.
118sq.m
118sq.m

69sq.m
95sq.m
95sq.m

10.7sq.m
6.6sq.m
6.6sq.m

8.

N8

A Building

Tashchyan Ararat

59.2

90sq.m.

69sq.m

10.7sq.m

9.
10.

N9
N10

A Building
A Building

Petrosyan Marat
Mstoev Avdal

59.2
77.55

90sq.m.
118sq.m

69sq.m
95sq.m

10.7sq.m
6.6sq.m

11.

N11

A Building

Petrosyan Bavakan

74.6

118sq.m

95sq.m

6.6sq.m

12.

N12

A Building

Stepanyan Asqanaz

59.2

90sq.m.

69sq.m

10.7sq.m

13.

N13

A Building

Hovhannesyan Laura

59.2

90sq.m.

69sq.m

10.7sq.m

14.

N14

A Building

Avetisyan Arpik

73.6

118sq.m

95sq.m

6.6sq.m

15.

N15

A Building

Mihranyan Khonarh

73

118sq.m

95sq.m

6.6sq.m

16.

N16

A Building

Israelyan Armen

59.2

90sq.m.

69sq.m

10.7sq.m

17.

N17

A Building

Machkalyan Samvel

59.2

90sq.m.

69sq.m

10.7sq.m

18.

N18

A Building

Martirosyan Yuri

73

118sq.m

95sq.m

6.6sq.m

19.

N19

A Building

Petrosyan Venera

73

118sq.m

95sq.m

6.6sq.m

20.

N20

A Building

Balasanyan Gagik

59.2

90sq.m.

69sq.m

10.7sq.m

21.

N21

A Building

Mkrtchyan Manvel

59.2

90sq.m.

69sq.m

10.7sq.m

22.

N22

A Building

Verdyan Karine

34.71

61sq.m

43sq.m

6.2sq.m

23.

N22

A Building

Grigoryan Mikhail

38.3

61sq.m

43sq.m

6.2sq.m

24.

N23

A Building

Sofoyan Slavik

75.9

118sq.m

95sq.m

6.6sq.m

25.

N24

A Building

Manucharyan Ivan

59.2

90sq.m.

69sq.m

10.7sq.m

26.

N25

A Building

Poghosyan Hayk

59.2

90sq.m.

69sq.m

10.7sq.m

27.

N26

A Building

Simonyan Zinaida

34.49

61sq.m

43sq.m

6.2sq.m

28.

N26

A Building

Aleqsanyan Arusyak

38.3

61sq.m

43sq.m

6.2sq.m

29.

N27

A Building

Manasaryan Artur

73

118sq.m

95sq.m

6.6sq.m

30.

N28

A Building

Aleksanyan Ararat

59.2

90sq.m.

69sq.m

10.7sq.m

31.

N29

A Building

Hovhannisyan Artur

59.2

90sq.m.

69sq.m

10.7sq.m

32.

N30

A Building

Matevosyan Yurik

73

118sq.m

95sq.m

6.6sq.m

33.

N31

A Building

Tsaturyan Samvel

73

118sq.m

95sq.m

6.6sq.m

34.

N32

A Building

Nerkararyan Laura

59.2

90sq.m.

69sq.m

10.7sq.m

35.

N1

B Building

Aghabekyan Davit

59.2

90sq.m.

69sq.m

10.7sq.m

ID NO

1

Replacement Apartment
sq.m.
TOTAL
INTERNAL BALCONY
SURFACE
SURFACE
90sq.m.
69sq.m
10.7sq.m

House
No.

Address

Name, Surname

Actual Floor
space m2

36.
37.

N2
N3

B Building
B Building

Aganesyan Karine
Petrosyan Levon

73
73

38.

N4

B Building

Chomoyan Marzpetuni

59.2

90sq.m.

69sq.m

10.7sq.m

39.

N5

B Building

Martirosyan Raisa

59.2

90sq.m.

69sq.m

10.7sq.m

40.
41.

N6
N7

B Building
B Building

Kettsyan Lida
Sargsyan Grisha

73
73

118sq.m
118sq.m

95sq.m
95sq.m

6.6sq.m
6.6sq.m

42.

N8

B Building

Martirosyan Martik

59.2

90sq.m.

69sq.m

10.7sq.m

43.

N9

B Building

Harutyunyan Davit

59.9

90sq.m.

69sq.m

10.7sq.m

44.

N10

B Building

Davtyan David

73

118sq.m

95sq.m

6.6sq.m

45.

N11

B Building

Arakelyan Anahit

73

118sq.m

95sq.m

6.6sq.m

46.

N12

B Building

Mirzoyan Ruslan

59.2

90sq.m.

69sq.m

10.7sq.m

47.

N13

B Building

Harutyunyan Grigor

59.2

90sq.m.

69sq.m

10.7sq.m

48.

N14

B Building

Abrahamyan Edik

73

118sq.m

95sq.m

6.6sq.m

49.

N15

B Building

Sahakyan Hayk

73

118sq.m

95sq.m

6.6sq.m

50.

N16

B Building

Ishkhanyan Valer

59.2

90sq.m.

69sq.m

10.7sq.m

51.

N17

B Building

Torosyan Sanasar

59.2

90sq.m.

69sq.m

10.7sq.m

ID NO

Replacement Apartment
sq.m.
TOTAL
INTERNAL BALCONY
SURFACE
SURFACE
118sq.m
95sq.m
6.6sq.m
118sq.m
95sq.m
6.6sq.m

52.

N18

B Building

Harutyunyan Hovhannes

73

118sq.m

95sq.m

6.6sq.m

53.

N19

B Building

Kirakosyan Samvel

73

118sq.m

95sq.m

6.6sq.m

54.

N20

B Building

Mkrtchyan Manvel

59.2

90sq.m.

69sq.m

10.7sq.m

55.

N21

B Building

Hakobyan Varazdat

59.2

90sq.m.

69sq.m

10.7sq.m

56.

N22

B Building

Sona Sumbatyan

73

118sq.m

95sq.m

6.6sq.m

57.

N23

B Building

Kuzina Marina

38.1

61sq.m

43sq.m

6.2sq.m

58.

N23

B Building

Galstyan Yevgeni

33.4

61sq.m

43sq.m

6.2sq.m

59.
60.
61.

N24
N25
N26

B Building
B Building
B Building

Beglaryan Anzhela
Babayan Gagik
Kim Galstyan

59.2
59.2
72.8

90sq.m.
90sq.m.
118sq.m

69sq.m
69sq.m
95sq.m

10.7sq.m
10.7sq.m
6.6sq.m

62.

N27

B Building

Julhakyan Natalya

73

118sq.m

95sq.m

6.6sq.m

63.

N28

B Building

Harutyunyan Armenuhi

59.2

90sq.m.

69sq.m

10.7sq.m

64.
65.
66.
67.

N29
N30
N31
N32

B Building
B Building
B Building
B Building

Stepanyan Armen
Hovnanyan Levon
Sumbatyan Khachik
Martirosyan Arsen

59.2
73
72.8
59.2

90sq.m.
118sq.m
118sq.m
90sq.m.

69sq.m
95sq.m
95sq.m

10.7sq.m
6.6sq.m
6.6sq.m

69sq.m

10.7sq.m

2

II. BUILDINGS C&D UPDATED LIST OF THE RESIDENTS
Address

Name, Surname

Number of
residents

1

Room
No.
N 201

C Building

Mnatsakanyan Silva

2

N 202

C Building

N 203
201A
N 204

ID
NO

7

Actual Floor
space m2
10.5

Replacement sq.m.
TOTAL SURFACE
50 sq.m.

Gharoyan Artak

2

14

40 sq.m

C Building

Nazaryan Gayane

5

29.99

64 sq.m

C Building

Petrosyan Davit

5

14.04

50sq.m.

7

N 205
N 206
N 207

C Building
C Building
C Building

Makarova Elena
Grigoryan Anzhela
Hovhannisyan Karo

1
2
5

13.75
16.5
13.75

38 sq.m.
40 sq.m.
50 sq.m

8

N 208

C Building

Navasardyan Karine

4

13.5

50 sq.m

N 209
402
N 210
N 211

C Building

Shahnazaryan Alvina

3

27.96

64 sq.m.

C Building
C Building

Babayeva Vera
Zenobyan Anna

1
1

12.13
13.5

38 sq.m.
40 sq.m

13

N 212
N 213

C Building
C Building

Ananyan Lusine
Maghdesyan Marina

4
1

14.6
13.75

50 sq.m
40 sq.m.

14

N 215

C Building

Maghdesyan Gayane

3

13.75

40 sq.m.

15

N 216

C Building

Aghabekyan Yan

2

17.5

38 sq.m

16

N 218

C Building

Manucharyan Gagik

4

13.5

50 sq.m

17

N 219

C Building

Tyutneva Olga

2

13.5

40 sq.m.

N 220

C Building

Rostomyan Rita

5

14

50 sq.m.

20

N 221
N 222

C Building
C Building

Sargsyan Nelli
Kakoyan Lena

5
1

13.5
14

50 sq.m
40 sq.m

21

N 223

C Building

Poghosyan Susanna

3

13.75

40 sq.m.

22

N 224

C Building

Hasoyan Otar

4

40.35

50 sq.m.

23

N 225

C Building

Poghosyan Siran

1

28

50 sq.m

Actual Floor
space m2
10.5

Replacement sq.m.
TOTAL SURFACE
38 sq.m.

3
4
5
6

9
10
11
12

18
19

3RD FLOOR
ID
NO

Address

Name, Surname

C Building

Izraelyan Nelli

Number of
residents
1

24

Room
No.
N 301

25

N 302

C Building

Avetisyan Amalya

1

14.14

40 sq.m

26

N 303

C Building

Shamiryan Vazgen

2

17

40 sq.m.

27

N 304

C Building

Hakobyan Remik

1

14

40 sq.m.

Ishikyan Hripsime

2

27.25

64 sq.m

29

N 305
N 306
N 307

C Building

28

C Building

Samodurova Irina

2

14

40 sq.m

30

N 308

C Building

Makaryan Tamara

1

13.75

38 sq.m.

31

N 309

C Building

Arshakyan Emma

1

13.37

38 sq.m.

C Building

Grigoryan Sergey

4

27.25

64 sq.m

32
33

N 310
313
N 311

C Building

Vardanyan Varuzhan

1

13.75

38 sq.m

34

N 312

C Building

Andreasyan Anahit

1

13.5

40 sq.m.

35

N 314

C Building

Hakobyan Angin

2

14

40 sq.m.

3

ID
NO

Address

Name, Surname

36

Room
No.
N 315

Afanaseva Tatyana

Number of
residents
1

Actual Floor
space m2
13.75

C Building

37

N 317

38

N 318

39

Replacement sq.m.
TOTAL SURFACE
40 sq.m

C Building

Mkhitaryan Mayranush

1

13.75

40 sq.m.

C Building

Shahinyan Hrachya

4

17.25

50 sq.m.

N 319

C Building

Asiryan Zoya

1

13.5

38 sq.m

40

N 320

C Building

Vardanyan Artur

1

14

40 sq.m

41

N 321

C Building

Grigoryan Ester

1

13.5

38 sq.m

42

N 322

C Building

Kekheyan Sargis

1

13.5

40 sq.m

43.

N 323

C Building

Zhamharyan Natalya

3

13.75

40 sq.m

44
45

N 324

C Building

Badalyan Davit

5

13.89

50 sq.m

N 325

C Building

Manucharyan Susanna

3

13.75

40 sq.m.

46

N 326

C Building

Atanesyan Nvard

3

13.75

40 sq.m.

47

N 327

C Building

Melkonyan Tamara

2

13.75

40 sq.m.

48

N 328

C Building

Hasoyan Gohar

3

14

40 sq.m.

49

N 329
330

C Building

Janoyan Sonya

2

26.75

64sq.m

ID
NO

Address

Name, Surname

Number of
residents

50

Room
No.
N 400

C Building

Khachatryan Sofia

4

Actual Floor
space m2
10.71

Replacement sq.m.
TOTAL SURFACE
50 sq.m.

51

N 401

C Building

Kharatyan Galina

1

17.34

40 sq.m.

52

N 403

C Building

Vardanyan Asya

2

13.77

40 sq.m

53

N 404
N 406
N 405
N 414
N 407
N 408
N 409
N 410
N 411
N 412
N 417
N 413

C Building

Manucharyan Grigor

5

27.5

64 sq.m

C Building

Beglaryan Norayr

4

27.78

64 sq.m.

C Building
C Building
C Building
C Building
C Building
C Building

Khachaturyan Armen
Qaryan Siranush
Karapetyan Gegham
Zakalashvili Karina
Ekhtoyan Anahit
Manukyan Karine

4
2
1
2
1
4

13.77
13.75
14.54
13.75
14.03
27.39

50 sq.m.
40 sq.m
40 sq.m
40 q.m
40 sq.m.
64 sq.m.

C Building

Mkhitaryan Qnqush

3

14.03

40 sq.m

N 415

C Building

Tsaghikyan Hakob

1

12.49

38 sq.m

C Building

Avetisyan Gyozal
Avetisyan Nikoghos
Movsesyan Sergey

2

27

64 sq.m.

4

27.75

64 sq.m

65

N 416
N 428
N 418
N 420
N 419

C Building

Mnoyan Ruzan

2

13.77

40 sq.m

66

N 421

C Building

Beglaryan Nune

1

14.54

40 sq.m

67

N 422

C Building

Sukiasyan Vahagn

4

10.4

50 sq. m.

68

N 423

C Building

Abrahamyan Karine

1

14.03

38 sq.m

69

N 424

C Building

Khachatryan Gegham

4

14

50 sq. m.

70

N 425

C Building

Atalyants Svetlana

2

13.77

40 sq.m

N 426

C Building

Simonyan Voskehat

2

17.17

40 sq.m

N 427

C Building

Asryan Vrezh

4

27

50 sq.m.

4 TH FLOOR

54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

71
72

C Building

4

TRAINING CENTER
FIRST FLOOR
N

House N

73

74
75

N1
N6
N2
N3
N4

76

N5

77

N7

78
79
80
81

N 11

82

N 13

83

N 14

84

N 15

Address

Name, Surname

Number of
residents

D Building

Zhamkochyan Lyuda

D Building

Replacement sq.m.
TOTAL SURFACE

2

Actual
Floor
space m2
40.63

Yengibaryan Lilit

2

25.88

64 sq. m.

D Building

Harutyunyan Javahir

1

12.91

40 sq.m

D Building

Makhitoryan Eghush

3

13.8

40 sq.m

D Building

Mekbekyan Karine

3

13.11

40 sq.m

N8

D Building

Khachmanyan Mariam

2

13.11

40 sq.m

N9
N 10

D Building
D Building

Abelyan Nerses
Galstyan Bagrat

1
4

12.65
20.8

38 sq.m
50 sq. m.

D Building

Antonyan Laura

2

33.84

50 sq. m.

D Building

Tadevosyan Ellada

3

33.47

50 sq. m.

D Building

Avetisyan Anzhela

4

34.08

50 sq. m.

D Building

Abrahamyan Harutyun

4

50.17

64 sq. m.

64 sq.m

SECOND FLOOR
Address

Name, Surname

Number of
residents

85

Room
No.
N 16

D Building

Aslanyan Grisha

86

N 17

D Building

87

N 19

D Building

88
89

N 20
N 28
N 21

90

ID
NO

4

Actual Floor
space m2
59.67

Replacement sq.m.
TOTAL SURFACE
64 sq. m.

Avagyan Sergey

1

41.56

50 sq. m.

1

40.81

50 sq. m.

D Building

Shahnazaryan
Hambardzum
Vardanyants Yakov

4

53.96

64 sq. m.

D Building

Aghajanova Arina

2

22.2

50 sq. m.

N 22

D Building

Muradyan Margarita

1

15.64

38 sq.m

91

N 25

D Building

Beybutyan Shushanik

2

12.97

40 sq.m

92

N 26

D Building

Arakelyan Nushik

1

12.76

40 sq.m

93

N 27

D Building

Petrosyan Rafik

1

13.5

38 sq.m

94

N 29

D Building

Karapetyan Anaida

1

13.34

38 sq.m

95

N 30

D Building

Ghukasyan Valentina

2

13.34

40 sq.m

96

N 31

D Building

Avagimov Valeri

1

13.34

38 sq.m

5

Attachment 4
Results of Remeasurement of Common Areas
Residents of Hostels C and D requested for a remeasurement of the common areas. Common
areas were measured in 2012 with the buildings C&D residents observing and validating the
measurements done by GDCA.
1.

Hostel D Common Areas

Hostel D (two storey hostel) –Remeasurement of the common areas:
I floor – bathroom & toilet & bathroom = 14.3sq.m
II floor – bathroom & toilet& bathroom = 14.2sq.m
There is no kitchen.

2.

Hostel C Common Areas

Hostel C (four storey hostel)–Remeasurement of the common areas:
II floor – kitchen 20.8sq.m; bathroom+ toilet +laundry 23.6sq.m
III floor- kitchen 23.4sq.m; bathroom +toilet 23.25sq,m
IV floor- kitchen 18.9sq.m; bathroom +toilet 23.1sq.m

Attachment 5
2012 Consultation Meetings with Building Residents
A.
Summary of Consultation Meetings with Residents of Buildings C&D
Date
Issues Raised
AIA’s Response
25 July
2012









3 May
2012









big families losing 1 unit would like to have
two apartments
11 families losing 2 units would like to
receive 2 apartments or one apartment with
2 bedrooms;
a resident who was in the 2009 list which
was removed by GDCA would like to be
reinstated;
a resident would like to have a household
member taken out of the list;
some residents would like to know under
whose names the new apartments will be
registered whereas a mother would like to
have the replacement apartment registered
under her name and not her son’s name;
height of the first floor from the ground; and
the and
the price per square meter of additional
space.
that the size of the apartment was reduced
from 35 sq.m. to 34 sq.m.; and that it should
be increased to 38 sq.m. instead
that they would like to buy extra space and
would like to know the amount of extra
space and price per square meter,
that some residents are being unfair by
bringing their grandchildren to live with them
to increase the number of occupants in a
room;
that households with 2 rooms listed
separately under the husband or wife
should get 2 apartments; and
whether AIA can immediately start
construction after obtaining 90% consent


















timing of completion of the construction


22
February
2012









disputed the original list, alleging that some
of the people names were dead
disputed the space measured for each
household,
everyone should be given the same space
and that if anyone had more space it was
because it had been stolen




do not like the proposed design (smaller
apartments have no separate bed room, no
separate kitchen, etc.)
common areas had not been taken into
consideration; if considered they will get
more space
that large families were to be given more
space








big families losing 1 unit will be given a 50m2
apartment which is already an improvement;
families losing 2 units will receive a 60m2 apartment
with 2 bedrooms plus a 4m2 balcony;
a meeting between GDCA, AIA and the resident who
was in the 2009 list will be set to discuss his
entitlement and review his documentary evidence;
any name to be added or taken out of the list will
need to be discussed with GDCA;
apartment registrations will follow Armenia law and on
consensus among the family members (i.e. son will
have to give document saying he agrees to register
under his mother’s name);
height is 2.8 meters
price per square meter of additional space will be
provided once an agreement has been reached with
the additional 11 residents on the new resettlement
package as this will allow AIA to finalize the building
design and determine the construction costs.
that while the size of individual apartments may have
decreased by 1 sq.m. the change of design from a
studio-type apartment to a one-bedroom apartment
have resulted in an increase of a total of 500 sq.m.
and also increased the cost;
that they can purchase extra space but this will be
limited as this will depend on extra rooms that will be
reconfigured and the estimated price will be made
known in subsequent meetings;
that opportunistic claims will be addressed through
the cut-off date and the survey in 2009 which shows
the number of occupants; and
that if households occupy two rooms, the total floor
space will be combined and they will only be entitled
to one apartment.
After obtaining 90% consent, AIA would need two
months to process the building permit and only then
would they be able top commence construction.
Construction of the buildings within be completed
within two years after commencement.
original list validated
previous measurements were signed and validated
back in 2009.
Entitlements is according to the RAP which states
that “Replacement apartment units will be provided
regardless of nature of ownership rights. The
replacement units will depend on the size and
existing condition of their current apartments…”
New design will be provided
All common areas were measured and divided the
areas amongst the users and adding this to each
households already measured area.
Larger families will be given more space for
humanitarian reasons.

B.
Summary of Consultation Meetings with Residents of Buildings A&B
Date
Issues Raised
AIA’s Response
25 July
2012

3
May
2012

Estimated price per square meter
additional space (USD1,200) is too high








of

why it is taking a long time for AIA to
inform them about the amount of extra
space which they can purchase and
price per square meter,
whether AIA will facilitate loans from
commercial banks for those who wish to
purchase extra space;
the availability and cost of covered and
open parking spaces,
the cost of state registration and who
will pay for this;
the timing of signing and the terms of
the final agreements;














how common areas shared by two
families will be distributed;



why there are no separate/enclosed
kitchens for apartments with a floor area
of less than 90 sq.m. and whether
modifications can be made after their
transfer;
the cost of operations and maintenance
(O&M) of the communal services and
how this will be managed after their
transfer; and
whether future visits to the site can be
organized for residents to monitor the
progress of construction.





22
February
2012

1



Common areas should be counted to
our floor space



Whether it is possible to buy more floor
space










The estimated price is based on cost of new
construction inclusive of all the investments into each
unit (e.g. heating and cooling systems, etc) and that it is
for the net surface area (internal measurements only
excluding walls and partitions) and not the gross area
(which includes the wall, etc.). AIA further clarified that
the prices being quoted by residents are for refurbished
apartments in old buildings in Bangladesh area.
the price per square meter for extra space will be
made known in the next meeting;

long term loans will be arranged with commercial
banks with preferential rates as much as possible;
there are 30 available parking space for sale and there
are open space for parking on a first come first serve
basis;
state registration will be shouldered by AIA;
that enough time will be given for residents to review
the final agreement and that it will contain information
on the location/floor of apartments, allocation of
apartments will depend on which floor they are located
now and whether persons with disability in the
household;
that common areas will be divided by the number of
households using them following the same approach
as Buildings C&D;
that kitchens in smaller apartments cannot be
enclosed to comply with Armenian laws, that this will
further result in smaller interior space for them and that
residents can still make some modifications which will
not affect the structural stability of the building;
that AIA will handle the O&M of the buildings for the
1
first 6 months and as per Armenian residential
community associations will be formed to manage the
common facilities; and
visits to the construction will be organized for the
residents regularly.
families who are sharing common areas and the floor
space of the common areas have been divided by the
number of families sharing it
Yes it is possible to buy more space but first we need
to distribute the apartments to see what is possible to
sell. Not everybody will have the opportunity because
this is limited by the building design. AIA also
explained that they would give a good price and that
they were talking to some banks who might be able to
offer a 5 to 10 year loan to residents who were
interested in buying.

While residents were informed that AIA will handle the first 6 months only, AIA has actually committed to shoulder
the O&M during the first year following their transfer.

Date

C.

Issues Raised

AIA’s Response




Whether the commitment letter will
show the additional space they can buy




Whether the building designs are final
Places for children to play





Availability of parking space for sale





Approximate price for those who want to
buy additional floor space





Materials for the house and floors, etc.





No. The agreement will be
a memorandum of
intention of what AIA will give the residents. After
signing the agreement, then residents can then say if
they want to buy more and how much. AIA will then
look at the building design and see if this can be
accommodated. Afterwards, the final agreements will
be signed. The final agreement will be a contract
between AIA and the resident and it will say how much
space they will be given, the space they will pay for.
Yes, no changes because we have started
construction.
there will be a green area, a yard where it is safe for
children to play. Children will be safe from the cars.
There will also be an path which pedestrians can use.
There will be a parking space but the number will be
limited. This will be for sale to the residents who will
be interested to buy a parking space.
AIA cannot calculate the price without knowing how
many will need and want to buy more floor. space AIA
will provide the price in the next meeting.
Materials for the house and the floor, the tiles for the
toilets and the fittings for the kitchen in the next
meeting
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Sample Framework Agreement with Building Residents
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